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Abstract
Carbon nanotube quantum dots are an attractive platform in which to measure
quantum transport phenomena. Low-energy transport properties of one dimensional
nanotubes are easily understood and the devices are simple to fabricate with a wide
range of metal contact materials. Quantum transport in a zero dimensional carbon
nanotube quantum dot is dominated by the device length, choice of contact material,
and symmetries inherent in the nanotube. By fabricating carbon nanotube quantum
dots with ferromagnetic and superconducting contacts, it becomes possible to measure
a wide variety of spin transport phenomena at low temperatures. In this thesis, I have
studied the fabrication and low-temperature transport properties of carbon nanotube
quantum dots with normal metal, ferromagnetic, and superconducting contacts. A
wide range of fabrication techniques were tested and optimized, along with improve-
ments to image processing and contact fabrication. F-CNT-F devices show a range
of spin dependent physics, including tunneling magnetoresistance and suppression
of conductance peaks due to spin selection rules. These results demonstrate a new
probe into the collective spin states in a CNTQD. F-CNT-S devices show evidence
ii
ABSTRACT
of proximity induced superconductivity and magnetic field dependent switching of
the conductance. The measurements are the first attempt at analyzing conductance
through a F-CNT-S quantum dot. The results presented in this thesis represent a step
in improving device fabrication through statistical analysis and improved methods,
as well as a look at spin dependent transport through a variety of carbon nanotube
quantum dot structures.
Primary Reader: Nina Markovic
Secondary Reader: N. Peter Armitage
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A quantum dot is a metal or semiconductor structure in which electron levels are
quantized due to confinement in all three dimensions. Confinement of electrons in a
potential well is one of the first problems taught in introductory quantum mechanics.
Like most introductory level problems, at first glance it appears to be an unrealisti-
cally simple model. Contrary to that first impression, potential wells can be simple
to fabricate and show a remarkable array of physical phenomena. In the simplest
picture, electrons confined to the potential well can be thought of as an artificial
atom, with each additional electron added filling the lowest unoccupied energy level
and subject to spin and orbital degeneracies.
Fabricating a potential well requires confining electrons within a physical constric-
tion with tunnel barriers. This is clear from the results of the infinite well problem,
where the energy levels are proportional to 1/L2. As long as the electron temperatures
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are lower than the energy level spacing, the quantum level spacing can be observed by
measuring electrons hopping into and out of the constriction. The important question
in fabrication becomes, what sizes are small enough? The simplest cold temperature
to reach in a modern laboratory is 4K, the temperature of a liquid helium bath. kBT
provides a sensible energy scale from which to derive typical quantum dot sizes.
Three dimensional nanoparticles must be grown or patterned down to dimen-
sions of approximately 10nm and become very difficult contact electrically [7, 8]. In
two dimensions, defining a quantum dot requires complex gate structures on top of
two dimensional conductors constricting electrons to areas with dimensions less than
100nm [9,10]. Carbon nanotubes, however, are intrinsically one dimensional conduc-
tors with diameters of approximately one nanometer. In this case, only the length
along the tube axis must be constricted to a few hundred nanometers to observe
quantum levels at 4K. Making this constriction can be as simple as fabricating two
metal contacts to the nanotube, where the metal/nanotube interface provides the
confinement potential. The same metal contacts that define the quantum dot make it
possible to perform electronic transport measurements through the quantum dot. In
this way the quantum mechanical structure is revealed by observing the tunneling of
electrons through the dot. All of this, combined with simple carbon nanotube growth
techniques, make nanotubes an ideal platform for studying quantum dot physics.
This thesis work focuses on fabrication techniques and electronic transport mea-
surements on this specific type of mesoscopic device, carbon nanotube quantum dots.
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In this introduction, the motivations behind this work will be explained along with
an outline of what is to be discussed.
1.1 Transport Spectroscopy in Quantum
Dots
Using transport spectroscopy to probe low energy density of states can yield a
great deal of insight into the nature of the materials being probed. A simple conduc-
tance measurement through two materials and a tunnel barrier measures a convolution




df(E + eV )
dV
dE (1.1)
At low temperatures, the derivative of the Fermi function is approximated by
a delta function and provides a sharp kernel for this convolution. By measuring
the conductance across the junction, much can be learned about the nature of the
materials, such as in the work of Tedrow and Meservey on measuring the polarization
of magnetic materials [11]
By using making a two junction device, and introducing a constriction in the
intermediate material, either through local gating or by using low dimensional ma-
terials, an interesting situation is created. At low temperatures, the confinement of
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electrons in the constriction will dominate the transport. Consider an electron con-
fined within a one dimensional length, L. The electron has energies on the order of
E ∼ ℏ2kπ2/2mL2. For length scales smaller than 100nm and kBT < E ,the quantum
mechanical levels in the constriction dominate the electron transport through the de-
vice. The measured conductance will show discrete levels corresponding to the filling
of the quantum levels in the constriction.
Calculating the electron transport properties through a quantum dot is consid-
erably more complicated than the application of Equation 1.1. At small sizes and
low temperatures, not only is the filling of the quantum levels in the dot important,
but the electron-electron interactions on the dot must be considered, as well as the
interactions between the dot, the two materials connected to it through tunnel bar-
riers, and any electrostatic gates. The Hamiltonian for such a quantum dot with N























In order, these terms describe the kinetic energy of the electrons, the energy of
interactions with fixed ions in the system, image charge potential for an individual
electron, changes in potential energy from interaction with i gate electrodes, and a
self-energy term that should be renormalized away. Obviously, comparing every ex-
periment to this model is impractical and unnecessary. Section 2.4 will introduce the
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simplest model for capturing quantum dot behavior, called the constant interaction
model. In the CI model, the Hamiltonian above is simplified such that conductance
through the dot only depends on the energy levels on the dot and the total capaci-
tance of the device, which takes the place of all the electrostatic terms in Equation
1.2. Chapter 2 will discuss the basic behavior, at room temperature and low temper-
atures, of carbon nanotube quantum dot devices in terms of the constant interaction
model.
The constant interaction model can be expanded by adding asymmetric, spin
dependent tunnel barriers, and spin interactions between electrons in different energy
levels confined to the same dot. This is the case when quantum dots are formed using
ferromagnetic and superconducting materials. The interplay between magnetism,
superconductivity, and transport through a quantum dot is the focus of much of this
thesis.
1.2 Working with Carbon Nanotubes
Carbon nanotube quantum dots are an ideal platform for making the type of trans-
port measurements described above. They are inherently one dimensional conductors
with diameters on the order of 1nm. The large aspect ratio of carbon nanotubes
(>1000:1) leaves plenty of room to fabricate the metallic contacts needed for trans-
port measurements along the nanotube length.
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Building carbon nanotube quantum dot devices tends to be a very personal ex-
perience. Each young scientist has a list of recipes, opinions, and techniques both
scientific and quasi-religious motivations. Occasionally, this effort results in gorgeous
datasets and rich physics. Once this happens, the hundreds of devices built, and
subtle techniques tested that lead to the publication are quickly cast aside. The lack
of transparency hinders reproducibility and progress in the field. An effort has been
made in this thesis to detail all of the techniques used in fabrication and comment on
their reproducibility.
1.3 Current Work
Chapters 3 and 4 document a variety of nanotube growth and contact fabrication
techniques tested in this work. Chapter 3 discusses efforts made in our lab to replicate
a number of nanotube growth recipes. In Chapter 4, statistics on the devices made,
their fabrication steps, and resulting measurements are discussed. The large volume
of devices fabricated allows for a meaningful comparison of fabrication techniques that
has not previously been seen. Improved imaging and sample processing techniques
are also developed in this chapter. Additionally, a discussion of noise sources in the
resulting devices is presented. Recommendations for fabrication are made based on
the data analysis.
Chapters 6 and 7 discuss spin-dependent, low-temperature, transport measure-
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ments on carbon nanotube quantum dot devices with ferromagnetic and supercon-
ducting contacts. These devices allow for the possibility of using applied fields to
manipulate quantum states in the device in ways not previously observed. In ferro-
magnetic devices, we were able to test a number models proposed in previous work
and observe, for the first time in F-CNT-F devices, the appearance of conductance
suppression and negative differential conductance based on spin selection rules. The
F-CNT-S devices show evidence for proximity induced superconductivity as well as
spin non-degenerate quantum dot levels in the same device. A measurement of hys-
teretic conductance switching provides evidence for new transport phenomena in the
same devices. These measurements are the first attempt to analyze conductance
through such a device.
7
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Electronic Properties of Carbon
Nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes exhibit a variety of interesting material and electrical proper-
ties. Nanotubes can be used as mechanical oscillators, one dimensional conductors,
and quantum dots, among many other applications. The work in this thesis takes
advantage of the unique electronic and spin transport properties of carbon nanotubes.
By starting with the graphene lattice, these properties are easily derived.
2.1 Electronic Bandstructure of Graphene
The electronic bandstructure of graphene was first calculated in 1947 by P.R. Wal-
lace [13]. This was done as part of an effort to understand the electronic structure
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of bulk graphite. In this paper, there is mention of the two lowest energy bands and
the half filling of a single layer of carbon atoms. It was not until 1984 that Semenoff
discussed the existence of a linear dispersion relation for low energy electronic exci-
tations in single layers of carbon atoms [14]. This was done by looking at a generic
honeycomb lattice as an analogue of 2+1 dimensional electrodynamics. Semenoff
found the low energy electronic band structure of the monoatomic honeycomb lattice
matched that of Dirac fermions.
Graphene was first isolated on silicon wafers through mechanical exfoliation in
2004. The semimetallic characteristics were confirmed through measuring transistor
curves and the charge carrier sign change through the Hall effect [15]. Shortly after,
the same research group confirmed the existance of low energy Dirac fermions in
graphene [16].
Beginning with the structure of the monoatomic honeycomb lattice, and following
the original work of Wallace, the electronic band structure of graphene will be derived
below.
2.1.1 Graphene Lattice
As mentioned above, single layers of carbon atoms, graphene, form a honeycomb
lattice. This lattice can be seen in Figure 2.1.
The unit cell is in Figure 2.1 is defined by the two lattice vectors a⃗1 and a⃗2. Each
unit cell is comprised of two atoms. The honeycomb lattice can be thought of as two
9
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Figure 2.1: The real-space structure of the graphene lattice. Vectors a⃗1 and a⃗2 define
the unit cell, which contains two atoms, highlighted in red and blue.
interpenetrating triangular sublattices. With that picture, the honeycomb unit cell
contains one atom from each of the two sublattices, highlighted in Figure 2.1 as red
(A) and blue (B). Each atom on the lattice contributes one conduction electron.
Using the coordinates defined in Figure 2.1, the lattice vectors are defined, from

















Here a is the carbon-carbon bond distance, 1.42Å [17].
The reciprocal lattice vectors, b⃗1 and b⃗2 can now be found in the usual way.
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Figure 2.2: The reciprocal lattice of graphene. Vectors b⃗1 and b⃗2 define the Brillouin
zone. The high symmetry points Γ, K, K ′, and M are labeled.
ai · bj = 2πδij (2.3)
Here δij is the Kronecker delta. The reciprocal lattice defined by b⃗1 and b⃗2 can be


















The reciprocal lattice is also a honeycomb lattice, rotated 90 degrees from the
real space lattice. The size of each Brillouin zone is defined by the reciprocal lattice
vectors above. A few high symmetry points have been labelled in the figure. Of
particular note are the three K and three K ′ points. As will be seen in the band
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structure calculation, these are the points at which the conduction and valence bands
will meet to form the Dirac cones that give rise to graphene’s interesting low energy
conduction properties.
2.1.2 Tight Binding Model
The simplest way to calculate the low energy electronic band structure for
graphene is using a nearest neighbor tight binding model, also known as a linear
combination of atomic orbitals [18, 19]. In this model, each conduction electron is
tightly bound to a lattice site with a small probability of hopping only to a nearest
neighbor site. With this simple picture for electron conduction, one can find the
lowest energy bands in graphene.
Given that the model deals with the motion of individual electrons and their
wavefunctions at each atomic site, the goal will be to solve the time independent
Schrödinger equation.
ĤΨ = εΨ (2.6)
Ψ is a single particle wavefunction over the whole graphene lattice. As such, it
can be written as a linear combination of Bloch wavefunctions.
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eik⃗·r⃗Bϕ2pz(r⃗ − r⃗B) (2.8)
These two functions represent Bloch waves localized on the A and B sublattices,
respectively. With these definitions the full single-particle wavefunction can be rewrit-
ten as follows:
Ψ = CAuA + CBuB (2.9)
CA(B) represents the amplitude of the wavefunction on the A(B) sublattice. With
all of the above definitions the time independent Schrödinger equation can be rewrit-


























Hij = ⟨ui|H|uj⟩ (2.11)
Sij = ⟨ui|uj⟩ (2.12)
Where Hij and Sij are the hopping integral and wavefunction overlap for electrons
on nearest neighbor sites. For simplicity, the rest of this calculation will assume
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⟨ui|uj⟩ = δij. Meaning, there is no overlap of the two Bloch wavefunctions and that




HAA − ε HAB








⎟⎟⎠ = 0 (2.13)
Non-trival solutions to Equation 2.13 exist when:
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
HAA − ε HAB
HBA HBB − ε
⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐⏐
= 0 (2.14)
Solving equation 2.14 gives the energy eigenvalues in terms of the matrix elements
defined in equation 2.11.
ε = HAA ± |HAB| (2.15)
Where the relations HAA = HBB and HAB = H∗BA were used.
In order to obtain a useful expression for the energy bands in terms of the electron























ϕ∗2pz(r⃗ − r⃗A)Ĥϕ2pz(r⃗ − r⃗B) d3r⃗ (2.17)
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The summation in Equation 2.16 can be evaluated to yield:
HAA =
∫
ϕ∗2pz(r⃗ − r⃗A)Ĥϕ2pz(r⃗ − r⃗A) d3r⃗ = εpz (2.18)
Where εpz is the energy of a single electron on a pz orbital. For the sake of
simplicity, the rest of this chapter will assume εpz = 0.
In order to simplify Equation 2.17 it is useful to define the vectors pointing from
























ϕ∗2pz(r⃗)Ĥϕ2pz(r⃗ − δ⃗i) d3r⃗ (2.20)
Since the exact form of the Hamiltonian is not known, the integral in Equation 2.20
cannot be evaluated. However, the integral clearly represents the overlap between the
wavefunction of an electron in a pz orbital on the A lattice and its nearest neighbor
on the B lattice. With that in mind, the hopping amplitude t is defined:
t =
∫
ϕ∗2pz(r⃗)Ĥϕ2pz(r⃗ − δ⃗i) d3r⃗ (2.21)
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Note, there is only one hopping amplitude, independent of the index i, since the
distance between all nearest neighbors, |δi|, is the same. With this definition, the





Equation 2.22 can be combined with the assumption that the onsite energy can














Using these same results in Equation 2.15 gives the two lowest energy bands in



























These two bands can be seen in Figure 2.3. Note that the plot does not assume
Sij = ⟨ui|uj⟩ = δij, which introduces some asymmetry in the valence and conduction
bands.
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Figure 2.3: (a) The π-bands of graphene calculated using a nearest neighbor tight
binding model. (b) A contour plot of the upper band with the first Brillouin zone
drawn. The bands meet at the three K and three K ′ points at the vertices of the
Brillouin zone.
2.1.3 Low Energy Bandstructure of Graphene
For low energy electronic excitations, conduction will be dominated by the band-
structure near the K and K ′ points. There are only two inequivalent points, since
the other 4 are equivalent by the symmetry of the honeycomb lattice. Consider the
two points located at:










To get the low-energy dispersion relation, expand the Hamiltonian in Equation
2.23 around the K point.
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0 qx + iqy
−(qx − iqy) 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (2.29)





0 qx − iqy
−(qx + iqy) 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ (2.30)
By defining vf ≡ 3at/2ℏ, using the standard Pauli matrices, and rotating the
phase, Equations 2.29 and 2.30 can be written in a more suggestive form.
ĤK = ℏvf σ⃗ · q⃗ (2.31)
ĤK′ = ℏvf σ⃗ ∗ · q⃗
These Hamiltonians describe massless Dirac fermions in 2D. Meaning, low-energy
conduction electrons are fermions with dispersion relations like that of a massless
photon. This is clear in the low-energy dispersion relation.
ε(q⃗) = ±ℏvfq (2.32)
It is also important to note, in Equation 2.31, that the sublattice structure has
lead to a spin-1/2 degree of freedom. This degree of freedom is known as the valley
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degeneracy or pseudospin.
A useful consequence of the pseudospin is the reduction in scattering in graphene
and carbon nanotubes. The reduced backscattering is a result of the introduction of
an additional symmetry to the system. This reduction in scattering leads to unusually
high mobilities and long spin coherence lengths in both materials. The increased spin
coherence length make carbon nanotubes suitable for spin-based devices.
2.2 Electronic Bandstructure of Carbon
Nanotubes
Now that the bandstructure a graphene sheet has been calculated, finding the
electronic bandstructure of various carbon nanotubes is as simple as applying a few
boundary conditions [17,18,20,21].
The structure of a carbon nanotube can be completely described by its chiral
vector.









This vector describes how to roll a graphene sheet to form the nanotube. The tube
is formed by rolling the graphene sheet such that the tip and tail of C⃗h meet. The
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Figure 2.4: The real-space structure of a carbon nanotube. The nanotube unit cell is
defined by the vectors C⃗h and T⃗
indices (n,m) describe the type of nanotube that is formed. A tube where 0 < m < n
is known as chiral, m = n is an armchair nanotube, and m = 0 is a zig-zag nanotube.
Armchair and zig-zag tubes get their names from the shape of the carbon bonds on
the edge of the unit cell.
An example of a chiral (2,1) nanotube unit cell can be seen in Figure 2.4. The unit
cell is defined by the chiral vector C⃗h and the translation vector T⃗ , which is defined
as:
T⃗ = t1a⃗1 + t2a⃗2 (2.34)
where t1 = (2m+n)/dR, t2 = (2n−m)/dR and dR = gcd(2n+m, 2m+n). These
two vectors can be used to calculate a few basic properties of the nanotube. The
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n2 + nm+m2 (2.35)










n2 + nm+m2 (2.36)
Knowing the number of graphene unit cells contained in the nanotube unit cell
yields a lot of useful information about the band structure. There are 2N carbon atoms
in the nanotube unit cell and N conduction electrons. There will be 2N bands (one
for each carbon atom) that will be half-filled, just like the graphene bandstructure.
The reciprocal lattice vectors for the carbon nanotube defined by (n,m) can be
found in the usual way.
C⃗h · K⃗1 = T⃗ · K⃗2 = 2π
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Figure 2.5: The reciprocal lattice of a carbon nanotube, defined by the vectors K1
and K2
The reciprocal space of the unrolled nanotube is quantized along K⃗1 and contin-
uous along K⃗2. This means the electron momentum k in the nanotube is quantized
along the direction of Ch. These quantized ’cutting lines’ define the electronic bands
in the carbon nanotube:
k⃗ · C⃗h = 2πµ (2.39)
Where µ is an integer from 1−N/2 to N/2 and µ = 0 cuts through the Γ point at
the center of the graphene Brillouin zone. The structure of the nanotube reciprocal
lattice, definied by K1 and K2 can be seen in Figure 2.5.
With all of these definitions, the electron momentum in the carbon nanotube can
be rewritten.
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The bands for a generic nanotube can be found by simply inserting this definition
for the momentum into the graphene bands derived in Equation 2.25.
2.2.1 Types of Carbon Nanotubes
The electronic properties of a carbon nanotube are determined by its chirality,
(n,m). If one of the cutting lines, as seen in Figure 2.5, passes through a K or K ′
point, the nanotube will have a metallic band structure. Like in graphene, two of
the valence and conduction bands will meet at discrete points at the Fermi energy. If
this is not the case, and none of the cutting lines pass through a K or K ′ point, the
nanotube will be semiconducting with a bandgap determined by the chirality.
To determine if a nanotube is semiconducting or metallic, one can look at the
projection of K⃗, the vector pointing to a K point in the graphene Brillouin zone, and







From Equation 2.41, it is clear that a nanotube is metallic if (n−m) mod 3 = 0.
There are two other cases, where (n−m) mod 3 = 1 or (n−m) mod 3 = 2. Each of
these results in a semiconducting nanotube. Based on these results, in a collection of
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Figure 2.6: Two types of carbon nanotube bandstructure. The left plot shows a
metallic (5, 5) armchair nanotube. The right plot shows a semiconducting (4, 2) chiral
nanotube.
nanotubes with random chirality, (n,m), there will be roughly 1/3 metallic and 2/3
semiconducting nanotubes.
Figure 2.6 shows the full bandstructure of a metallic (5, 5) armchair nanotube and
a semiconducting (4, 2) chiral nanotube. These have 20 and 56 bands, respectively.
2.2.2 Low Energy Bandstructure of Carbon Nan-
otubes
To calculate the full set of bands for a generic nanotube (n,m) is cumbersome.
The basic proprties for a generic nanotube can be more easily calculated by first
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expanding the graphene bands about the K and K ′ points as in Equation 2.32, then
using the quantized momentum derived in Equation 2.40. Doing this yields the low















Where µ is the band index, d is the nanotube diameter, and k is the electron
momentum along the nanotube axis. Looking at the first term in parentheses, it is
clear that the nanotube will be metallic if (m − n)/3 is an integer. In that case,
there will be some integer µ for which the valence and conduction bands meet at the
Fermi energy. This is consistent with the condition derived previously for metallic and
semiconducting chiral vectors. Using that information, the low energy bandstructure











ε(k) = ±ℏvfk (2.44)
These are the approximate bandstructures at low energy. Semiconducting nan-
otubes have a bandgap, Eg(n,m) dependent on the chirality, and an effective mass
m∗ dependent on the lowest band curvature. Metallic nanotubes maintain the mass-
less Dirac fermion properties found in graphene at low energies. This calculation has
ignored spin-orbit coupling that can be derived from the curvature of the graphene
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lattice to form the nanotube, and curvature along the nanotube length [22]
2.3 Carbon Nanotube Field Effect Transis-
tors
The simplest device that one can make with a carbon nanotube is a field effect
transistor. A nanotube is placed, or grown, on a silicon substrate capped with an
insulating silicon dioxide layer. Source and drain contacts are then made to the
nanotube. The completed three terminal device consists of the source, drain, and a
doped silicon substrate serves as the gate, with a silicon dioxide layer acting as the
gate dielectric. A schematic of such a device is seen in Figure 2.7
Measurements on carbon nanotube field effect transistors (CNTFETs) depend on
the type of carbon nanotube that has been contacted.
Metallic source/drain contacts typically form Schottky barriers with carbon nan-
otubes. The polarity of the resulting CNTFET is thus determined by the relation
between the work function of the contact material and nanotube. For metals with a
relatively high work function, such as Pd, Ti, Cr, and Co, the devices are expected to
be p-type. Metals with a lower work function, such as Al, Mg, and Sc, can produce
n-type transistors. However, many of these low work function metals also happen to
have a very poor wettability on the nanotube surface, which leads to large contact
resistances, making the devices difficult to fabricate and measure.
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of a carbon nanotube field effect transistor.
Figure 2.8: Current versus gate voltage characteristics for three typs of CNTFET.
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Figure 2.9: IV characteristics of a typical small band gap semiconducting CNTFET.
The current saturates at higher bias voltage, but is not typically measured due to
avalanche breakdown of the devices. Inset: Current versus gate at a fixed bias for the
same device.
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Figure 2.10: R-T curve of a CNTFET cooled to 4K
2.4 Carbon Nanotube Quantum Dots
When cooled to low temperatures (≲ 10K), the device drawn in Figure 2.7 exhibits
quantum mechanical behavior. For a sufficiently short channel length (L ≲ 500 nm),
electrons become confined within the carbon nanotube and behave like quantum
mechanical particles in a box. This device is called a quantum dot. The resistance
versus temperature plot in Figure 2.10 shows the sharp increase in resistance as the
tunneling through the device is suppressed at low temperatures.
Once the device is cold, the filling of electrons can be controlled by varying the
bias and gate voltages. A schematic of the relevant energies is seen in Figure 2.11.
The bias voltage can be used to change the relative chemical potential of the source
and drain metals. The gate voltage is then used to change the chemical potential on
the quantum dot relative to the source/drain.
The model we will use to discuss this device is called the constant interaction
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Figure 2.11: Quantum dot energy diagram.
model. Tunnel barriers naturally form at the interface between the metal contacts
and the nanotube. At low temperatures, this leads to weak tunneling on/off the
nanotube (quantum dot). Because of this, the number of electrons confined on the
dot at any given time is an integer, N. Adding an additional electron to the dot requires
overcoming the Coulomb repulsion between the additional electron and those already
confined on the dot. The constant interaction model treats this charging energy as a
constant, regardless of the number of electrons confined on the dot. The model also
assumes that the states on the quantum dot are not affected by the electron-electron
interactions [23].
With these assumptions, it is simple to find the energy required to add an electron
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Here N0 is the charge on the dot a zero gate voltage, Cg is the gate capacitance,
and C = Csource + Cdrain + Cgate. The summation represents the sum over all of
the filled quantum dot leves, denoted by En. The chemical potential is defined as
µ(N) = U(N)− U(N + 1).









Finally, the addition energy is given by the change in chemical potential from the









Equation 2.47 gives the amount of energy required to add the Nth electron to the
quantum dot. Note that the first term in this energy is the constant interaction term




The simplest measurement to make on a quantum dot like the one described here,
is to measure the conductance as a function of the gate voltage. Figure 2.12 shows
diagrammatically how the process works. At very small bias (µleft ∼ µright), the
gate voltage is varied. When the chemical potential on the source/drain are resonant
with a level on the quantum dot, a peak is observed in the conductance. Otherwise,
conductance across the dot is suppressed. Spacing between conductance peaks should
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Figure 2.12: Left: A quantum dot level resonant with the source/drain chemical
potential. Right: The same device in the blockaded region.
follow Equation 2.47.
Figure 2.13 shows conductance as a function of gate voltage through an actual
carbon nanotube quantum dot device. The inset reveals some hints of four-fold sym-
metry that is an important part of the structure of the nanotube quantum dot [24].
Adding the first electron to the dot costs an energy ∆µ(N) = e2
2C
+ ∆E. However,
the electron spin and valley degeneracy combine to give each level in the quantum
potential well a degeneracy of four. The next three electrons added move into the
same energy level, which only requires an energy of ∆µ(N) = e2
2C
for each electron.
This pattern continues for each level on the dot, such that the energy required to add
the N electron is always larger than the energy required to add the N + 1, N + 2,
and N + 3 electrons.
Varying the bias voltage also changes the relative alignment of the energy levels on
the dot and the chemical potentials of the source and drain electrodes„ as illustrated
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Figure 2.14: Left: A quantum dot level resonant with the drain chemical potential.
Right: The same device in the blockaded region.
Figure 2.15: Left: An IV curve at fixed gate voltage Right: Differential conductance
measured at fixed gate voltage.
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NN-1 N+1
∆E EAdd
Figure 2.16: Conductance of a cobalt contacted nanotube quantum dot at 4K as a
function of bias and gate voltages.
Looking at a cut of this plot at constant bias reproduces Figure 2.13. Similarly, a
cut at constant gate voltage reproduces Figure 2.15. Putting both together produces
diamond-shaped regions in which the charge on the quantum dot in constant, denoted
by N − 1, N , and N +1 in the figure. The white dashed lines serve as a guide to the
eye. The two black arrows mark the level spacing, ∆E, and addition energy EAdd (or
∆µ). By measuring both of these quantities it is possible to know the level spacing
on the quantum dot and the capacitance of the device. By observing changes in the
conductance peaks at different fillings and applied fields, much can be learned about
the energy levels, interactions, and transport across the quantum dot.
As an illustrative example the properties of the device measured in Figure 2.16
can be calculated. Here the level spacing on the dot is measured to be ∆E = 4meV
and the addition energy EAdd = 9meV . At low energies the dispersion relation of the
nanotube can be assumed to be roughly linear ε(k) = ℏvfk. k is quantized because of
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the confinement potential created by the leads k = nπ
L
. The level splitting can then
be written as ∆E = ℏvfπ
L
, where vf = c/300. Using the measured value of ∆E gives
an estimate of L = 520nm, which is consistent with the device design of 500nm. This
result can now be used, along with the addition energy, to find the total capacitance
of the quantum dot. Starting with EAdd = e
2
2C
+∆E gives an estimate of C = 10−17F ,
which is consistent with typical carbon nanotube quantum dot measurements.
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Carbon Nanotube Growth and
Placement
In the years since their discovery, many methods of producing electronic devices
from carbon nanotubes have been developed. These include random dispersion (Sec-
tion 3.1), on-substrate catalyst island growth (Section 3.2) and stamping [25,26]. For
this work, the first two methods were successfully used to produce carbon nanotube
quantum dots. It was found that the catalyst island growth was much easier to im-
plement and required much less processing time per device at the cost of increased
disorder in resulting devices.
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Table 3.1: Powder Catalyst




The first successful method of nanotube device fabrication was what will be re-
ferred to here as random dispersion. First, nanotubes are grown in bulk through
chemical vapor deposition (or other preferred method). Then, the nanotubes are sus-
pended in a solution. Finally, the nanotubes are cast onto a substrate. Nanotubes
can then be located relative to predefined markers on the substrate.
3.1.1 Catalyst
All of the devices discussed in this thesis have utilized the same, iron-based catalyst
[27, 28]. The simplest way to create this catalyst is to combine the ingredients in
Table 3.1 in a mortar and pestle and grind until it turns a uniform dark orange color.
Adding some additional alumina seems to promote growth of longer tubes, possibly
by lowering the density of tubes grown from each alumina/iron/molybdenum cluster.
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Figure 3.1: The tube furnace fitted with a 1" diameter quartz tube. The tube is
sealed at both ends using 1" rubber tubing, cable clamps, and KF25 fittings. Gas
flows from left to right in the picture. The gas flows out of the furnace into a mineral
oil bubbler to keep hot hydrogen from reaching the air in the room. Gas then flows
from the bubbler into the building exhaust.
3.1.2 Growth
Of the many possible techniques for nanotube growth, we choose chemical vapor
deposition for its simple implementation. The process is carried out in a Lindberg
Blue tube furnace using a 1 inch diameter quartz tube. The furnace, quartz tube,
and exhaust filtering are seen in Figure 3.1. This setup has been repeatedly, and
successfully, leak checked. Oxygen leaks can be detrimental to the nanotube growth
process by forming CO and CO2 with any free carbon, and potentially causing a fiery
reaction with free hydrogen from the methane decomposition.
The gases used in the CVD process, argon, hydrogen, and methane, are fed into the
furnace using a custom-made gas handling panel. The panel has three gas channels,
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Figure 3.2: The gas handling panel for our Lindberg tube furnace. Gas flow is from
left to right.
each with its own analog flowmeter, needle valve, and on/off valve. A digital flowmeter
placed at the right side of the panel reads the total flow of combined gas exiting the
panel to the furnace. The gas handling panel can be see in Figure 3.2
The growth procedure begins with filling a ceramic crucible with the iron catalyst
described in 3.1.1. The catalyst should be spread in a thin layer across the bottom
of the crucible, which is then loaded into the center of a 2-4 foot long quartz tube.
The tube is sealed at each end, one side connected to the gas handling panel, and the
other connected to the mineral oil filter and building exhaust. Our standard nanotube
growth recipe is as follows:
1. Purge the tube by flowing 2000 sccm of Ar for 20 minutes
2. Heat tube to 1000 ◦C while flowing 1000 sccm Ar and 200 sccm H2
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3. Flow 2000 sccm CH4 and 200 sccm H2 for 10 minutes.
4. Set temperature to 0 ◦C and let the furnace cool while flowing 1000 sccm Ar and
200 sccm H2
The actual nanotube growth occurs during the methane flow step. The 200 sccm H2
flow can be omitted, but it does seem to help promote nanotube growth. The flow
rates do not need to be precise. Most nanotubes grow in the first few seconds of
methane flow regardless of the flow rate. The Ar and H2 are simply to keep O2 and
H2O out of the tube.
3.1.3 Nanotube Placement
After the CVD process, the nanotubes remain attached to the iron/alumina/
molybdenum catalyst particles, which must be removed before depositing onto a sil-
icon substrate. The nanotube/catalyst powder is first scraped from the ceramic cru-
cible used in the tube furnace. The powder is then mixed with either dichloroethane
or dichlorobenzene in a 1mg to 10mL ratio. Dichlorobenzene has been found to leave
less residue after deposition, but may promote more damage to nanotubes during
sonication. This was noted by Justin Silverman, an undergraduate working with our
lab on functionalizing short carbon nanotubes. Some attempts were made to use wa-
ter along with the surfactant SDS. However, SDS turned out to be difficult to remove
and no devices were made in this way.
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To remove the catalyst particles from the nanotubes, the solution described above
must be placed in an ultrasonic bath for 1-60 minutes. The amount of time needed
varied a great deal depending on the equipment and solvent used. The goal of this
step is to break up large pieces of catalyst, separate nanotube bundles, and break
individual nanotubes away from their catalyst particles. Sonication can be stopped
when no large pieces of catalyst/nanotube material are visible and the solution has a
uniform black color. Leaving the solution in the sonicator for too much time will begin
to break long nanotubes. This may be somewhat beneficial in breaking nanotubes at
defects that might otherwise affect transport measurements.
When sonication is complete, the solution is transferred to a centrifuge. This
step is intended to precipitate the loose catalyst particles from the solution, while
leaving the much lighter nanotubes suspended. The centrifuge used in our lab runs at
2200 rpm and nanotube solutions are left inside for 5-10 minutes. Once the centrifuge
stops, the precipitate is discarded and the supernatant, containing the suspended
nanotubes, is reserved. We also tested using a high-speed, air-powered centrifuge
running at 100 000 rpm to separate nanotubes and catalyst. This did lead to much
better catalyst separation and cleaner results,.
Now the solution is ready for deposition on a silicon substrate. The substrates are
typically pre-patterned with a set of reference markers placed by optical (A.1.2) or
electron beam lithography (A.3). An example of a patterned substrate can be seen
in Figure 3.3
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Figure 3.3: A Si/SiO2 substrate with 1 µm Au markers. Left scale bar: 100µm. Right
scale bar: 20 µm
3.1.4 Advantages and Disadvantages
Despite having some success fabricating devices using randomly dispersed nan-
otubes and electric force microscopy scans (Section 3.3.2), the process was found to
be too time consuming for frequent use. The main failure point was the preparation
of nanotube solutions after growth. The concentrations varied significantly, often
producing samples with dense nanotube coverage or no nanotubes found in the re-
gions imaged. Additionally, the process of making a suspended nanotube solution is
time consuming. Even those solutions with a useful concentration of nanotubes only
remain fully suspended for less than 1 hour; meaning the process must be repeated
frequently.
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3.2 Catalyst Island Growth
In 1998 [28], it was discovered that the same type of catalyst used to grow nan-
otubes in powder form (Section 3.1.1), could be suspended in solution, patterned, and
used to grow nanotubes directly on silicon substrates. When paired with high melting
point metals and optical lithography, nanotubes can be grown directly on patterned
substrates in known locations. Devices prepared this way take just a fraction of the
time to produce. However, these devices were found to be much more prone to other
modes of failure, such as leaks in the gate oxide, amorphous carbon contamination on
the substrate from the CVD growth process, and defects along the nanotube length.
3.2.1 Catalyst
Many different types of catalyst particles can be used in the growth of carbon
nanotubes. The ideal catalyst for patterned growth must be compatible with elec-
tron beam or optical lithography. Table 3.2 lists most of the catalysts tested in the
Markovic lab. To test each catalyst, sputtered molybdenum markers were patterned
using the mask aligner and Futurex NR9 resist. Catalyst islands were then patterned
using electron beam lithography. Figure 3.4 shows an example of a substrate with
Mo markers/leads and catalyst islands.
All but one of the devices discussed in this thesis were produced using the Fe/
Mo/alumina catalyst suspended in water. The islands were patterned using electron
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Table 3.2: Patterned Catalysts
Catalyst Suspended In Results
Fe/Mo/alumina [27] Methanol Easy to pattern. Liftoff difficult.
Slowly attacks PMMA mask. Ap-
peared to promote gate leaks through
the SiO2 layer.
Fe/Mo/alumina [29] IPA Poor adhesion to substrate.
Fe/Mo/alumina [30] DI water Easy to pattern. Excellent adhesion.
No gate leak problems.
FeCl3 [31] DI water Excellent adhesion to substrate. Not
compatible with PMMA mask. Left
substrate entirely covered in catalyst.
May work well with PDMS stamp.
thermally evaporated Fe [32,33] None Very easy to pattern. Liftoff is clean.
Difficult to control the thickness below
1 nm as required.
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Figure 3.4: A Si/SiO2 substrate with 3 µm catalyst islands and Mo leads. Left scale
bar: 100µm. Right scale bar: 20 µm
beam lithography. Catalyst is deposited in the following way:
1. Add the powder catalyst from Table 3.1 to 15mL of DI water and stir for 12
hours
2. Sonicate the solution for 30 minutes
3. Cover the sample in catalyst solution for 30 minutes
4. Dry with N2 gun
5. Liftoff by sonicating in acetone for 5 minutes, soaking in a clean acetone for 5
minutes, followed by an isopropanol rinse for 1 minute and a DI water rinse for
1 minute
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Obtaining reproducible results in the catalyst deposition was the source of much
difficulty. The recipe provided here can be repeated before liftoff shows insufficient
catalyst coverage on the substrate. Additionally, it is suspected that baking the
catalyst on a hot plate to dry the solution leads directly to gate leaks in the SiO2
layers and later device failure. Thus, there is no baking step in the deposition of our
catalyst islands.
3.2.2 Growth
The recipe for on-substrate growth of nanotubes used in this thesis is very similar
to the growth recipe for powder catalyst discussed in Section 3.1.2. This recipe was
developed over the course of several years from many points of reference [27,28,31,34–
37] and my own notes. The recipe is optimized for the 1 inch Lindberg tube furnace
as seen in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. Most samples are placed in a smaller 1 cm diameter,
1 foot long quartz tube, then placed in the larger 1 inch diameter quartz tube. This
was done to make the samples easier to load into the 1" tube, as well as to reduce
turbulence in the gas flow across the sample [31].
The standard nanotube growth recipe used in this work is below:
1. Purge the tube by flowing 2000 sccm of Ar for 20 minutes
2. Heat the tube to 250 ◦C while flowing 300 sccm Ar and 150 sccm H2
3. Wait for at least 1 hour
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4. Heat the tube to 700 ◦C while flowing 300 sccm Ar and 150 sccm H2
5. Wait for 10 minutes
6. Heat tube to 950 ◦C while flowing 300 sccm Ar and 150 sccm H2
7. Wait for the temperature to stabilize
8. Flow 700 sccm CH4 and 150 sccm H2 for 10-15 minutes
9. Set temperature to 0 ◦C and let the furnace cool while flowing 300 sccm Ar and
150 sccm H2
In almost every test, this recipe has grown nanotubes successfully. Steps 2 and 3
are included to remove water vapor from the air that might have collected inside the
quartz tube on humid days [34]. Steps 4 and 5 are meant to remove iron oxide from
the iron nanoparticles that make up the catalyst.
The most common point of failure in growth has been related to the patterned
molybdenum leads/markers on the substrate. Molybdenum oxidizes rapidly at high
temperatures. Therefore, any oxygen contamination in the tube during the growth
process will form a MoO layer that is then quickly removed by reacting with the
high temperature H2 flow. This process repeats and can lead to the Mo leads being
entirely etched away. Additionally, it has been found that opening the furnace too
soon during cooling can lead to the Mo leads peeling off of the substrate. This appears
to be caused by some super-heating due to IR radiation reflecting off of the surfaces of
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the sample and quartz tube. It is a strange phenomenon that is avoided by allowing
the furnace to cool to less than 300 ◦C before opening the lid. These problems could
also be solved by using a different high temperature metal such as a W/Pt bilayer,
common in many other nanotube projects. Molybdenum was chosen for this work
because it is easy to sputter and much more affordable.
3.2.3 Advantages and Disadvantages
Growing nanotubes from catalyst islands near predefined leads and markers offers
a large improvement in processing time over the method of random dispersion. Nan-
otubes produced with this method are longer, cleaner, and easier to locate. These
improvements made this method the obvious choice for device fabrication. The main
disadvantage found in this technique is the introduction of defects along the nanotube
length due to growth along the substrate. Because of this, a large number of devices
must be fabricated in order to find one with clean transport properties at low tem-
perature. It is also helpful to limit device lengths to less than 200nm to reduce the
chances of a defect being included in the resulting device.
3.3 Imaging Nanotubes
Nanotubes on a SiO2 surface can be located in a number of ways. This section
will review a several different methods, focusing on improvements made in the course
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scans covering less than half the substrate. Due to vibrational noise and piezo limits,
some images are slightly warped. Stitching the images together is time consuming
and inaccurate. One major advantage to AFM imaging is that it is easy to distinguish
single tubes from bundles and multiwalled nanotubes, as well as measure nanotube
diameter.
3.3.2 Electric Force Microscopy
The Digital Instruments Nanoscope 3 used in our lab is also capable of making
electric force microscope (EFM) measurements. An EFM image is made by first mea-
suring the height across the sample in standard tapping mode, then using that height
data to run a second ‘interleave’ scan at a fixed height with a bias voltage applied
between the tip and sample. By holding the tip at a fixed height, van der Waals
interactions between the tip and sample are constant and the only force measured is
the electrostatic force from the applied bias voltage. Contrast in the resulting images
is related to the different conductivities of the objects on the sample [38]. Thus, con-
ducting (and semiconducting) nanotubes have a high contrast against the insulating
SiO2 substrate. An example of this type of image is shown in Figure 3.6
An entire patterned substrate can be scanned using this method in about 1 hour.
The scan size can be increased up to 75×75µm due to the false contrast provided
by the large electrostatic forces between the nanotubes and the tip. Rather than
appearing as 1 nm in diameter, the tubes appear in the EFM image to be about 100
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Figure 3.6: An EFM image of nanotubes dispersed over a substrate with 1.5 µm gold
markers. The markers have been automatically located using the height data and
highlighted in blue on the EFM image. The scale bar is 10 µm.
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times their real diameter. This was a notable improvement over locating nanotubes
using AFM height scans alone. Comparing Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, it is clear the
EFM image is far more useful in locating nanotubes.
3.3.3 EFM Through PMMA
All of the same techniques from Section 3.3 can be applied to imaging nanotubes
grown from patterned catalyst islands. However, because the substrates are not
covered in closely spaced markers, it was found that tapping mode AFM height scans
were not useful. Scans could only cover a small part of the sample and the resulting
images were difficult to orient.
Using electric force microscopy (EFM) made it possible to scan the entire region
of interest on the sample in one measurement. An example of this type of scan is
shown in Figure 3.7(a). As can be seen in that figure, it was difficult for the AFM
tip to avoid crashing into the catalyst islands during the EFM sweep. The catalyst
islands are several hundred nanometers in height while the other features on the
substrate are less than 10nm. Such height differences make large area scans difficult
in tapping mode. This problem can be avoided by coating the sample in PMMA before
scanning with the EFM, as seen in Figure 3.7(b.) The PMMA coating smooths the
height differences between the substrate and catalyst islands, without compromising
the contrast between the insulating substrate and conducting nanotubes. The idea
was adopted from a 2007 paper in which the authors attempted to locate nanotubes
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.7: (a) Frequency data collected from an EFM scan of a catalyst island sample
after nanotube growth. (b) Frequency data collected from an EFM scan of a similar
sample. Prior to the scan this sample was coated with a 250nm PMMA layer. Both
scale bars are 10 µm.
suspended in a PMMA layer in three dimensions [39].
3.3.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy
In 2002, a paper [40] was published illustrating that a scanning electron microscope
(SEM), operating at a low accelerating potential could provide a similar type of false
contrast image as produced by the EFM. The insulating substrate tends to collect
charge from the electron beam, while the conducting nanotubes do not. This produces
an image in which the nanotubes appear as bright lines about 100 times their actual
diameter. An example of this is seen in Figure 3.8.
Typically, an EFM scan of a sample will take 45 minutes. A SEM image of the
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Figure 3.8: A scanning electron micrograph of a catalyst island sample after nanotube
growth. The scale bar is 10µm.
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same sample takes less than 2 minutes. However, the SEM can introduce carbon
contamination from the high energy electrons passing through small amounts of oil
mist back-streaming into the vacuum chamber from the mechanical roughing pump.
Due to the large number of samples that were produced to obtain the data in this
thesis, it was decided that contamination from the SEM was an acceptable risk,
given the immense time savings. No clear effect from carbon contamination was ever
observed in the results. Devices made using EFM imaging showed similar disorder
and measurement noise.
3.4 Image Filtering
Once it became clear that the scanning electron microscope was by far the most
efficient and reliable way to locate carbon nanotubes on a substrate, it also became
important to optimize those images to revel the most information possible. The reso-
lution and contrast in the SEM images produced in our lab are limited by the the use
of a thermionic LaB6 filament. Unlike field emission scanning electron microscopes,
which are more common in nanofabrication, the thermionic scanning electron micro-
scope has a large initial crossover size, requiring more electromagntic lens focusing
to produce a sufficiently small beam size for imaging. This problem is exasperated
when using low accelerating potentials (500-3000V), which are crucial to achieving




































































































CHAPTER 3. GROWTH AND PLACEMENT
main problem associated with our SEM, it also increases the background noise to often
unacceptable levels. Histogram equalization does not use any specific information
about the carbon nanotubes and substrates being imaged. A better filter should
be possible by taking advantage of the fact that the features of interest can be well
characterized in a sample set of images.
3.4.2 Matched Filter Bank
Matched filter banks are a well known technique that have been used very suc-
cessfully to filter retinal images in medicine [41]. This technique has previously been
adapted to high resolution SEM images of carbon nanotube bundles [42]. The fol-
lowing section describes the implementation of this method to filter images of single
walled carbon nanotubes grown on insulating substrates.
3.4.2.1 Nanotube Profile Model
To begin building the matched filter bank, the profile shape of a single nanotube
from the SEM image must be determined. To find this shape, a random set of 25
SEM images was selected (similar to those in Figure 3.8). From each of these images,
images of two nanotubes were cropped. Those nanotubes can be seen in Figure 3.11a.
Each of these images was then rotated such that the longest straight portion (that
could be identified by eye) was oriented vertically. The profile of the nanotube was
averaged over that long straight section. These results are plotted in Figure 3.11b.
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Randomly Selected Nanotube Data Set(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: a) The original data set of SEM nanotube images used to create and
optimize the matched filter bank. b) The same data set rotated and overlaid with
extracted nanotube profiles.
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Based on the shape of these profiles a truncated sinc function, Equation 3.1, was









0 |x| > 2π
k
(3.1)
This function was chosen because it captures the bright nanotube peak and dark
regions beside the nanotube while still only requiring one fit parameter. To determine
the fit parameters the linear background was subtracted from each profile in Figure
3.11b and the profiles were fit using 3.1. The results of this fitting can be seen in
Figures 3.12a and b.
3.4.2.2 Filter Kernel
The filter kernel is built starting with the median k value found from the profile
fits. To extract each profile, horizontal cuts of the nanotube image were averaged over
a straight segment of the nanotube that was identified and labelled by hand. The
distribution of these straight segment lengths can be seen in Figure 3.12c. Again, to
proceed with building the filter we use the median value of L from that distribution.
The kernel is built in an N×N matrix with (x, y) = (0, 0) at the center of the matrix.
The full kernel, K(x, y) is defined by Equation 3.2.
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Figure 3.12: a) Extracted nanotube profiles with linear background removed (blue).
Fits to 3.1 (red). b) Distribution of k values extracted from profile fits. c) Distribution
of straight nanotube section lengths.
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(3.2)
Once the kernel is defined on the N×N matrix, the kernel is normalized such that
the sum over all of the matrix elements is equal to zero. By convolving this kernel
with the SEM image, portions of the image with a shape matching the fit profile
and a length L will highlighted in the output. This results in significant background
subtraction and accurate nanotube enhancement.
3.4.2.3 Filter Bank
To build the full filter bank, the kernel, built using Equation 3.2, is rotated by a
set of angles between 0 and π. Each of these filters is then convolved with the image
separately. By doing this, it is possible to identify nanotube sections lying along any
direction on the substrate. A binary result is created by thresholding the convolved
image. The filter bank and resulting binary images can be seen in Figures 3.13(c)
and (d).
After each kernel has been separately convolved with the original image, and the
threshold applied, those binary images are added together to produce the final filtered
image. Figures 3.13a and b show the original and filtered nanotube images.
In building this filter, many parameters had to be optimized simultaneously and
compared by eye. Due to the large parameter space, the matched filters were opti-
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Figure 3.13: (a) Original image. (b) Final filtered image, which is the sum of the
binary images in (d). (c) The rotated kernels that form the full matched filter bank.
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Table 3.3: Matched Filter Bank Parameters
Parameter Description Optimized Value
k inverse length scale for sinc fit 1.75px−1
A height of sinc function in K(x, y) 10
L length of straight nanotube sec-
tions to search for
16px
N size of the kernel matrix 25
R number of kernels in the filter 15
threshold cutoff value for thresholding im-
ages convolved with filter kernels
3.6
850× giving a pixel size of ∼140nm
Finally, the filter was tested with the original set of full device SEM images. A
selection of the results can be seen in Figure 3.15. It is clear from this set of images
that the filter has the desired result. Nanotubes are much more clearly visible and
the background is almost completely removed. Because the filter is very similar in
its construction to common edge detection algorithms, it also leaves features at the
edges of the optical lithography leads and markers defined on the substrate before
nanotube growth. This actually works well, since those features are used to align the





























Metallic Contacts to Carbon
Nanotubes
In the course of making the devices measured in later chapters of this thesis,
hundreds of carbon nanotube quantum dots were tested in our room temperature
probe station. It became clear that there were problems with producing devices with
consistent two-probe resistances. The only two possible sources for the anomalously
large resistances (>100MΩ) are poor quality nanotubes and large contact resistances
between thin films deposited for source and drain contacts.
All devices measured for this chapter were created by growing nanotubes directly
on silicon substrates using the methods discussed in Section 3.2. The quality of
these nanotube was tested with several measurements. Atomic force microscope mea-
surements of the tube diameter confirmed nanotubes were individual, single-walled
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nanotubes with typical diameters around 2 nm. Scanning electron microscope mea-
surements checked the nanotube lengths and density. Finally, electrical measurements
of three-terminal devices with low contact resistances showed the expected gate de-
pendence, as seen in in Figure 2.8.
While the nanotubes often show defects along their length that affect low temper-
ature transport, these do not have a significant effect when testing devices at room
temperature. Metal/nanotube interfaces are the most obvious source of the high resis-
tances measured in many two-probe devices. More importantly, devices on the same
chip did not show a broad distribution of contact resistances. Rather, when a silicon
chip had working devices, it tended to have many, low resistance (<10MΩ) devices.
This suggests that some step in the fabrication on a chip wide scale was responsible
the large metal/nanotube contact resistances. Additional evidence for contamination
and impurities, as seen in transport measurements, is discussed at the end of this
chapter
To determine the source of the large contact resistances, detailed notes were kept
on the fabrication methods and resulting probe station measurements for over 300
silicon chips (one chip typically contains tens of possible quantum dot devices). The
first few sections of this chapter discuss the results of several fabrication methods.
Recommendations are made for producing more reliable carbon nanotube quantum
dots on the basis of these results.
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Figure 4.1: Pie charts showing the percentage of quantum dots with measured resis-
tances below 1GΩ. Data includes all metals and deposition methods.
4.1 Statistics of Carbon Nanotube Contacts
The clearest evidence for chip-wide contamination was in the almost binary nature
of the two probe nanotube resistances measured in our probe station. If a chip
showed low resistances on one device, that typically held for all devices on the chip,
even those built on different nanotubes. Based on this observation, the first statistic
checked was the total yield of devices with resistances less than 1GΩ. Figure 4.1
shows that data, separated by the type of metals used to create the two terminal
nanotube device measured. Data includes all metals, all lithography methods, and
all substrate preparations.
Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of all devices with resistances less than 1GΩ from
the same data set as Figure 4.1. Normal metals are most reliable contact materials,
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Figure 4.2: Histograms showing distribution of devices resistances. Only measured
resistances below 1GΩ are plotted. Data includes all metals and deposition methods.
this is likely because the best choice of normal metal is a well researched problem
[43–45]. As will be seen later, sputtered palladium was consistently the best contact
material tested. Ferromagnetic materials were the most frequently tested in this work.
When the devices did work, they show a distribution of contact resistances that skews
lower than the superconducting metals. Superconductor-ferromagnet junctions suffer
from higher resistance superconducting contacts and an additional fabrication step,
both of which contribute to the lower yield and higher average resistances for those
devices.
Table 4.1 summarizes all of the materials and deposition methods tested. Many of
these materials and methods were also tested with a range of lithography parameters
as discused in Section 4.2.1.
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Table 4.1: Summary of all materials and deposition methods tested for nanotube
contacts.
Material Method Yield Total Number Produced
Cobalt Thermal 19.6% 392
Cobalt Electron Beam 33.9% 109
Cobalt Sputtered 24.7% 223
Permalloy Thermal 54.5% 11
Permalloy Sputtered 13.0% 23
Aluminum Thermal 19.2% 167
Niobium Sputtered 62.5% 8
Gold Thermal 48.2% 56
Palladium Sputtered 56.7% 67
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Figure 4.3: Histograms showing distribution of ferromagetic metal contact resistances.
Insets show the yield of devices with resistance below 1GΩ
4.1.1 Ferromagnetic Contacts
Ferromagnetic materials comprise the largest portion of the dataset collected for
this analysis. They were the first materials tested and the widest variety of materials
was available. No sticking layers were used in any of the depositions discussed here for
fear of ruining the spin transport properties of the metal/nanotube interface, which
are discussed in Chapter 6.
Two claims are made based on the results summarized in Figure 4.3. First,
sputtered cobalt consistently makes good contact to nanotubes. Second, electron
beam evaporation produces lower resistance devices, which is supported by previous
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work [46]. Only a small number of electron beam evaporated devices were tested due
to limited access to the evaporator.
The permalloy plots are hiding an important detail. Most thermally evaporated
permalloy devices did not have a measurable resistance until after they were annealed
at 325 ◦C for 3 hours in an Ar/H2 atmosphere. This lowered the resistances to the
values recorded in this dataset. However, annealing under these conditions often in-
troduced gate leaks in the devices, making the method useless for later measurements.
See Section 4.2.3 for further discussion on attempts to anneal nanotube devices.
4.1.2 Superconducting Contacts
Superconducting contacts were first measured on carbon nanotubes in 1999 [47].
In that work Re/Au and Ta/Au was used as the superconducting layer, but the
fabrication involved some unusual processing. In 2006, Ti/Al was used to make a
similar measurement using the same process described here [48]. Aluminum is a cheap
superconducting material with a relatively long coherence length, making it useful
in proximity effect devices, such as nanotube quantum dots. The other commonly
used superconductor in nanotube devices is niobium or a Ti/Nb bilayer. Niobium
has the advantage of having a transition temperature above 4K, making it possible
to measure superconductivity in a simple liquid helium dunker. The Ti layers, in
each case, are added because titanium is thought to make good contact with carbon
nanotubes by wetting and forming titanium carbide compounds on the nanotube
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Figure 4.4: Histograms showing distribution of superconducting metal contact resis-
tances. Insets show the yield of devices with resistance below 1GΩ
surface. Ti/Al and Ti/Nb bilayers were tested for this work. The titanium layer
was deposited, without breaking vacuum, in the same way as the superconductor.
Despite the difficulty in thermally evaporating titanium, it was necessary here because
chromium introduces some trace magnetic contamination to the superconductoring
material that was deemed unacceptable.
The results in Figure 4.4 are difficult to interpret. The Ti/Al layers have much
better statistics, but the Ti/Nb results seem to suggest a better device yield. It is
suspected that this is due to difficulty in thermal evaporation of the titanium sticking
layer, which is discussed more in the next section.
4.1.3 Normal Metal Contacts
Thanks to their application in CNTFET technologies, normal metal contacts to
carbon nanotubes are the best researched of all of the materials discussed here. There
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Figure 4.5: Histograms showing distribution of normal metal contact resistances.
Insets show the yield of devices with resistance below 1GΩ
are three popular choices for normal metal contacts to nanotubes. The first is palla-
dium, which was first tested because its work function is very close to that of a typical
single-walled nanotube [43, 49]. The second and third are Ti/Au and Cr/Au. These
are common evaporated materials and, like palladium, gold is thought to make good
contact by wetting carbon nanotubes. The Ti and Cr layers are necessary for sticking
layers. Titanium was not used because it is difficult to thermally evaporate and has
a tendency to overheat samples and melt the PMMA layer while under vacuum.
Figure 4.5 shows the results for the different normal metal deposition methods
tested. Palladium appears to give more reliable and lower resistance contacts than
Cr/Au. This is consistent with other work on the subject [43].
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4.1.4 Additional Comments
Contrary to popular opinons, this work suggests that sputtering produces the
most consistent, low resistance metallic contacts to carbon nanotubes. Many factors
could contribute to this, such as materials choice, different energy scales required for
deposition methods, substrate temperatures during deposition, and contamination in
the vacuum chambers. A wide range of materials were tested showing that when a
device had a measurable resistance, it was consistent with existing literature.
The results of depositions done in the sputtering chamber were relatively consis-
tent across the different materials tested. Additionally, the rate of deposition and
partial pressure in the sputtering chamber did not seem to have a noticeable effect
on the resulting devices over the ranges tested. More information is available in
Appendix A.4.3.
Faster deposition rates in the thermal evaporator did show a connection to lower
device resistances. This suggests that there may have been some contamination in-
troduced in the thermal evaporation that was lessened by shortening the evaporation
time. Similarly, the thermal anchoring of samples in the thermal evaporator had a
marked effect on the measured resistances. Overheating of the sample in the chamber
during some longer titanium evaporations was enough to warp the PMMA mask. A
temperature controlled stage could eliminate this problem. Electron beam evapora-
tion showed many of the same sample temperature control problems which were part
of the reason this method was not tested further.
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4.2 Reducing Contamination
4.2.1 Choice of Developer
Recent research has shown that the choice of developer and developer tempera-
ture can have a large effect on the resolution of and residue left by electron beam
lithography [29, 50, 51]. All electron beam lithography in this thesis used PMMA as
the copolymer resist. Two different developers and two different temperatures were
tested. More details on recipes and developer choice are available in Appendix A
Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of carbon nanotube devices resistances obtained
using each developer. Again, data includes all materials and deposition methods.
Room temperature development using a 1:3 mixture of MIBK:IPA is the most
common recipe and appears to yield the most working devices. However, low tem-
perature development with 7:3 IPA:water appears to result in lower resistances for
working devices. Since these data do not control for other variables, it is difficult to
say which is the better choice. Development in low temperature IPA:water does give
considerably better resolution.
In addition to the nanotube device measurements, AFM measurements were used
to investigate the amount of residue left behind by different developers. An example
of this can be seen in Figure 4.7. These roughness measurements were motivated by
the inconclusive results in Figure 4.6.
The roughness results for all developers tested are summarized in Table 4.2 Room
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Figure 4.6: Histograms showing contact resistance as a function of developer choice.
Data include all metals and deposition methods. Insets show the yield of devices with
resistance below 1GΩ
Figure 4.7: Surface roughness after development of PMMA film using 0 ◦C IPA:water
in 7:3 mixture.
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Table 4.2: Surface roughness after development of PMMA films.
Developer Temperature (◦C) RMS Roughness (nm) Mean Roughness (nm)
7:3 IPA:water 0 ◦C 0.548 0.436
1:3 MIBK:IPA 0 ◦C 4.231 1.985
1:3 MIBK:IPA 23 ◦C 10.871 8.081
temperature IPA:water roughness was not measured, but the data suggests it should
be similar to room temperature MIBK:IPA.
Based on the roughness measurements, IPA:water seems to be the clear choice
of developer to minimize PMMA residue after development. To determine the the
reason for the poor device yield in Figure 4.6, more tests should be done with strict
control over other variables.
4.2.2 Dose Scaling
Previous work has shown that overexposing PMMA films can lower the roughness
of the surface after development [29, 51]. Looking at Table 4.2, the height of the
PMMA residue left behind can be on the order of the nanotube diameter. In order
to limit the effect this residue has on the resulting metal/nanotube contacts, it is
important to reduce the amount of PMMA residue as much as possible.
There are many computationally intensive algorithms for scaling the the electron
beam dose to a PMMA film based on the pattern geometry [52–55]. Because of the
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high throughput of samples and limits of our lithography software, a much simpler
algorithm was developed for this work. The most important parameter in determining
the dose is the smallest width of the polygon being written. This is difficult to
determine because polygons in the lithography pattern are not always rectangular
or aligned with the coordinate axes. A simple proxy for the smallest width across
a polygon is 2 × (Area/Perimeter). This is easily seen for a rectangle with a high














The dose must be scaled by the inverse of this, 1
2
× (Perimeter/Area) such that
narrow features receive a higher dose. Once this factor is determined, empirical scaling
and dose limits are needed to produce the actual dose values for the lithography
pattern. An example of the results of this dose scaling can be seen in Figure 4.8.
Scaling the doses in this way allows for the nanotube contacts to be overexposed,
reducing the PMMA residue in those areas, without overexposing the larger features
connecting to bonding pads. Overexposing the larger features can lead to degradation
of the developed pattern and shorts in the final device.
Implementing this geometry based dose scaling was seen to improve the yield of
low resistance nanotube contacts. It also lowered the failure rate of electron beam
lithography and metal liftoff by preventing shorts caused by overexposure in large
features. The lowest resistance contacts with the best lithograhy resolution and device
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Figure 4.8: An example of a lithography pattern with dose scaling based on polygon
geometry. Inset shows a close up of the nanotube contacts.
yield were made with a combination of cold IPA:water developer and the dose scaling
described here.
4.2.3 Annealing
Three types of annealing were tested to improve contact resistances in carbon
nanotubes. The first is high temperature annealing in an Ar/H2 atmosphere [45,56–
59] designed to remove residue from polymer resists. Similarly, vacuum annealing at
slightly higher temperatures was tested to remove water contamination and polymer
resist residue [60–64]. Finally, current annealing was tested on a several devices
[25,65].
High temperature annealing in an Ar/H2 atmosphere was the most successful
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method tested. Samples were loaded into the same tube furnace used in CVD growth
and heated to 325 ◦C while flowing 500 sccm Ar and 500 sccm H2 for 3 hours. In cobalt
and permalloy contacts this method was found to improve contact resistances by a
factor of 2-10x. While annealing did improve room temperature resistances, it did
not lower noise levels, which is supported by previous work [66]. For metals requiring
a titanium or chromium sticking layer, such as Nb, Al, and Au, this method did not
noticeably improve contact resistances and often destroyed the contacts completely.
Based on the data collected, it appears the high temperature annealing either caused,
or worsened, gate leaks in the devices. Determining the exact cause of the gate leaks
is difficult without further experiments.
Vacuum annealing was tested on only a small number of devices. The method
was adopted from similar work done on graphene in our lab. Samples were loaded
into the tube furnace, which was evacuated to 1× 10−6 Torr and heated to 500 ◦C In
the few experiments done, vacuum annealing was not seen to improve the contact
resistances in any metals tested.
Current annealing was tested on a number of devices as a last effort to get the sam-
ple working. Samples were placed in the probe station and the two contacts of interest
were probed. A voltage bias was ramped repeatedly from 0 to a few volts, with a
safety resistor preventing the current from exceeding 25 µA. This method was seen to
lower contact resistances after 5-10 sweeps. This is either due to dielectric breakdown
in the contacts or high temperature annealing due to Joule heating [67–69]. Despite
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All of the measurements discussed in this thesis were voltage biased, DC current
measurements. For each data point, the applied voltages (Vgate, Vbias) were set, and
the current sampled at a fixed rate for a specified amount of time. Typically, data
was taken at 3-40 kHz for 0.1-0.5 s. In many cases, the entire time series at each
point was dumped into a binary data file for later analysis. These current versus time
measurements at fixed gate and bias voltages provide the data used in the following
noise analysis.
4.3.1 Random Telegraph Noise
Random telegraph noise in electronic transport measurements is caused by the
hopping of charge on and off of impurity charge traps capacitively coupled to the
device. In a nanotube quantum dot, these impurities are most likely in one of three
places; at the nanotube-metal interface [70], at the nanotube-substrate interface [70,
71], or located at defects in the nanotube itself [59].
Random telegraph noise manifests in the time series data as square pulses in the
measured current with random durations. The height of each pulse can be used to
identify the pulses as being caused by one or more impurities with different charging
energies.
Looking at the conductance as a function of Vbias and Vgate voltage in Figure
4.10, two types of random telegraph signal are present, with distinctly different time
scales. Consider first the switching behavior seen as a function of the gate voltage near
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Figure 4.10: Noise power spectra from a nanotube device at 4K. Vgate is fixed. Each
curve is taken at a different Vbias..
Vgate = 0.36V in Figure 4.10. This behavior can be explained by charge trapping in
impurities at the gate oxide/nanotube interface. As the gate voltage is swept charge
can be trapped and released from impurities capacitively coupled to the nanotube.
These impurity charge traps act as local gates which shift the Coulomb diamond
plot abruptly to the left or right. This can be thought of as a random telegraph
signal with a long time constant, on the order of tens of minutes at low temperatures.
At room temperature these trapping events are much more frequent leading to a
hysteresis behavior in the gate sweep rather than a discrete charging/discharging
event. Figure 4.11 shows an example of this gate hysteresis caused by impurities
capacitively coupling to the nanotube.
Near Vgate = 0.3V in Figure 4.10, random telegraph noise with much shorter
characteristic time scales is observed. This becomes more clear by plotting several
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Figure 4.11: Hysteresis in a CNTFET I-Vgate curve.
time series as a function of Vbias at a fixed Vgate, as seen in Figure 4.12.
The time series data in the right panel of Figure 4.12 clearly shows the random
telegraph noise in the current measurement. The distribution of switching times has
not been carefully measured, but appears to range from about 10-1000ms. Because
the current is only sampled for 0.1-0.5s in a typical measurement (0.4s in the sample
being discussed here), it is difficult to get accurate distributions of switching times.
Some useful information can be gathered from the fact that there appears to be
only two levels in the system. That means the random telegraph noise signal origi-
nates from charge tunneling to and from a single impurity, most likely at one of the
metal/CNT contacts or along the nanotube itself.
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Figure 4.12: Left: Measured current as a function of Vbias at Vgate = 0.304V . Right:
Time series at fixed Vbias and Vgate. Colors for each individual time series correspond
to those in the bias sweep.
4.3.2 1/f Noise
1/f noise, or pink noise, is the dominant noise source in nearly every electronic
device at low frequencies. Measurements of 1/f noise amplitude and how it scales
with applied bias and fields can offer insight into the origins of noise and disorder in
a semiconductor device. Because the devices made for this thesis had such persistant
problems with noise and contamination, it was thought that investigating the 1/f
noise data could illuminate the source of some of the noise.
A simulated current noise power spectrum is plotted in Figure 4.13. At low fre-
quencies, the noise is dominated by the 1/f contribution. At higher frequencies the
1/f becomes insignificant and the noise level is dominated by shot noise, which is
attributable to the discrete nature of charge moving through the device. Over all
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Figure 4.13: Simulated noise power spectrum for a CNTFET.
frequency ranges, there is a constant contribution from Johnson thermal noise.
The first work on 1/f noise in nanotubes was published in 2000 [72]. This, and
additional work in 2006 [73], confirmed that carbon nanotube field effect transistors
operating at room temperature have a 1/f noise amplitude that follows the empirical
model proposed by Hooge in 1969 [74]. This model predicts that the noise amplitude






Later results [75] showed that this model holds down to 1.2K for relatively long
channel lengths, L = 3µm. Only a small amount of research exists on the behavior of
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Figure 4.14: Noise power spectra from a nanotube device at 4K. Vgate is fixed. Each
curve is taken at a different Vbias..
1/f noise when electron confinement becomes important at low temperatures. The
most significant work was done on GaAs quantum dots [76] and later repeated for
suspended graphene quantum dots [77]. Similar to those two works, all data presented
here was taken at 4K at a range of bias and gate voltages in the Coulomb blockade
regime. A sample of the raw data can be seen in Figure 4.14.
The data in Figure 4.14 does fit the 1/f dependence well. To test if the data fit
Hooge’s law, the left side of Figure 4.15 shows the average value of SI · f plotted
against the measured current (each measured current corresponds to a single applied
bias voltage) for a range of gate voltage values annotated in the plot legend. It is
immediately clear from this plot that the noise amplitude does not scale with I2. Most
curves show plateaus in SI ·f near resonances in the Coulomb diamond diagram, and
an abrupt drop in noise off-resonance. The fact that the noise amplitude does not
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In Section 4.3.1, the characteristic times for charge hopping onto impurities was
found to be on the order of 10-1000ms. This corresponds to a frequency range of
1-100Hz. Those frequencies are well within the range considered in calculating the
1/f noise amplitude. Therefore, it should be no surprise that the noise amplitude
increases in regions showing excess random telegraph noise. This also suggests that
the characteristic times for electrons tunneling onto the quantum dot levels fall into a
similar range of 0.1-1000ms. This range of characteristic tunneling times is consistent
with previous measurements of the tunneling rate onto a nanotube quantum dot [78].
In previous measurements, the tunneling rates were tuned by varying the barrier
heights with local gating. Here, the fluctuations in barrier height are not controlled,
the quantum dot is in a static configuration. Therefore, the fluctuations in potential
are related to impurity charge trapping. This conclusion is supported by previous
research into barrier height fluctuations [76] and dependence of 1/f noise on charge
trapping in different gate oxide materials [71]. It was suggested in Reference [71]
that gamma irradiation of quantum dot samples may eliminate some of these charge





In this thesis work, a variety of low temperature and low noise measurement
techniques have been used. This chapter will summarize these techniques with a
focus on my own work and making the measurements reproducible by future lab
members.
5.1 Transport Measurements
All of the devices measurements carried out for this work have been two-probe,
voltage-biased measurements. The majority of measurements were DC, based on the
fact that problems like gate leakage current and sources of electronic noise are much
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more easily identified in a DC measurement. A few AC measurements were made,
especially in the beginning of this work. Each measurement setup will be reviewed
here.
5.1.1 DC Current Measurements
Figure 5.1 shows a typical DC measurement setup. The sample is loaded into a
cryostat and accessed through a 24 channel BNC breakout box. The bias voltage is
typically supplied by a National Instruments Digital Acquisition (DAQ) board. In
some cases, old Kepco programmable voltage supplies were used. The Kepco supplies
were found to be much lower noise, due to the opto-couplers used, but the DAQ
board were preferred for their speed and ease of programming. Both the Kepco and
DAQ boards have output ranges of ±10V. To utilize the full dynamic range of the
voltage sources, a 100:1 voltage divider is used at the output of the bias voltage
source. Additionally, a 1kHz, two-pole, RC low pass filter is used to prevent voltage
spikes that occur while ramping the output voltage from reaching the sample.
Current through the nanotube is measured by a current-to-voltage converter with
an output of 1V/107A. For this work two different amplifiers have been used, an
Ithaco 1211, and a battery-powered homemade amplifier, which are discussed further
in Section 5.1.3. The output of the current-to-voltage amplifier is measured either
by the NI DAQ board or a Keithley 2182A nanovoltmeter. Most measurements were
made using the NI DAQ board for its speed and ability to save time series data for
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of typical DC measurement setup.
every measurement. To eliminate aliasing effects in the DAQ measurements a 10kHz
RC filter was used for anti-aliasing. Measurements were taken at 21.6kHz. To sample
the current, data was collected at 21.6kHz for up to one second. The time series data
was dumped to a binary file and the current value was calculated from the mean of
the acquired data. Saving all the time series data allows for further analysis, such as
1/f and shot noise, to be done later. For differential conductance measurements, the
DC current data were numerically differentiated.
5.1.2 AC Conductance Measurements
AC measurements take advantage of lock-in amplifiers to eliminate noise and make
direct measurements of differential conductance. Two lock-in amplifiers were used for
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Figure 5.2: Diagram of typical DC measurement setup.
this work, an analog Princeton Applied Research 124A and a digital SRS830. The
SRS830 is a standard choice because of its easy setup and remote programming. The
124A, however, has much less output noise and was used for most of this work. The
output of the 124A was read by an NI DAQ board in the same way as described in
Section 5.1.1.
Samples are biased in the same way as the DC measurement with addition of
an AC signal taken from the output of the lock-in amplifier. The AD and DC bias
voltages are added together using a passive AC-DC adder, described in Section 5.1.3.
Because the lock-in amplifier can only be used to measure voltage signals, the
current-to-voltage amplifier is still needed. The output of the current-to-voltage am-
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plifier is sent to the input of the lock-in. Using this setup, the differential conductance
can be directly measured.
Some care must be taken to ensure the lock-in signal is not being attenuated by
any of the filtering in the AC-DC adder, cryostat, or current-to-voltage amplifier. In
this work, lock-in signals of 27Hz were used, which was well below the cutoff frequency
of any filtering in the experiment.
5.1.3 Custom Electronics
Current Amplification
The primary sources of noise in making low current DC measurements come from
the 60Hz AC power lines and operational amplifiers in the current-to-voltage amplifier.
The first source of noise can be largely eliminated by using an amplifier with battery
power. While it is not possible to completely eliminate op amp noise, it can be
reduced by choosing designing circuits using low noise amplifiers, metal film resistors,
and appropriate filtering.
A custom made current-to-voltage amplifier was designed for our lab by Chris
Merchant. It uses two OPA27GP op amps in series before and after the sample. The
design is two simple transimpedance amplifiers in series with the sample. For this
work, the design was expanded upon by adding power line filtering, a low pass filter


































Figure 5.3: Circuit diagram and photo of the current-to-voltage amplifier. The ampli-
fier has a fixed gain of 1V/107A. Each power line is filtered with a 0.47µF capacitor.
The 5pF capacitor in the feedback loop forms a low pass filter with the 10MΩ resistor,
with a cutoff frequency of about 3kHz.
Figure 5.3. With this amplifier, the sample is symmetrically biased by having the
same amplifier impedance on each side.
The output of each amplifier (one measuring I and the other -I) goes to a 9-pin
Dsub connector along with the ±12V power supply lines with the remaining pins
grounded. From this cable the signal is sent to the NI DAQ for measurement. This
configuration provides some interesting flexibility. In the simplest case, each output
is sent to an antialiasing filter and measured separately. Measuring each amplifier










Figure 5.4: Circuit diagram and photo of the active subtractor/adder circuit. The
DPDT switch is used to change between adder/subtractor circuits. The output state
also features an antialiasing filter with 10kHz cutoff not drawn here.
of the two signals [79]. By measuring the current at with two separate amplifier
circuits, the amplifier and environmental noise from each is cancelled, leaving only
noise from the sample.
When not making noise measurements, it is simpler to measure just one signal for
the current. To do this, while still taking advantage of the noise canceling, an active
subtractor circuit was constructed. The subtractor circuit can be seen in Figure 5.4.
Both the amplifier and subtractor are run using the same ±12V battery power
supply, which is housed in a separate aluminum enclosure and connected with a 5-
pin cable. Two identical battery sources were constructed so that one could charge
while the other is in use. Measurements can be paused in the software control during
battery changes. Most data in this thesis was taken using this setup.
AC-DC Adder
When making AC measurements that incorporate a DC bias voltage, some care














Figure 5.5: Circuit diagram and photo of the AC-DC adder. The voltage is added in
the first stage, while the second state consists of a two-pole RC low pass filter with a
cutoff frequency of 1kHz to suppress any switching noise from the voltage sources.
circuits were tested to do this, from a simple BNC tee, to an active adder circuit like
the one seen in Figure 5.4. The design that yielded the least noise, most accurate
output, and shortest decay times is seen in Figure 5.5.
The 470µF capacitor on the AC input prevents any DC bias from the lock-in
amplifier from affecting the measurements. The second stage is a two voltage dividers
(100:1 AC and 100000:1) DC which also serves as the adder circuit by adding the two
currents through the 100Ω resistor to ground. The last stage is a two-pole low pass
filter. This circuit works well with AC signals up to 100Hz, but is best used with
signals of 10-20Hz.
5.2 Cryogenics
A number of cryostats and superconducting magnets were used in this work. This
section will briefly review the various components used.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Parallel magnetic field sample holder. (b) 24-pin BNC breakout box
for Fischer connectors.
5.2.1 Cryostat Wiring
All the cryostats discussed below are wired in the same way. Samples are mounted
on 28-pin chip carriers, which are placed in custom built sample holders with custom
circuit board designed by our lab. The sample holders, seen in Figure 5.6(a), can are
attached to the cryostat at the coldest point. Each sample holder has a mount for a
chip carrier, as well as a RuOx or Pt temperature sensor and heater. Lines from the
sample are connected using 25 pin Dsub connectors mounted on the sample holder
and at the coldest point on the cryostat. From the Dsub connectors, the signal moves
through twisted pair ribbon cables to a Fisher connector mounted on the cryostat at
room temperature. A 24-lead cable connects the cryostat to a BNC breakout box,
seen in Figure 5.6(b). None of the cryostats discussed here have low temperature
filtering other than that formed by the impedance of the ribbon cable. Typical cutoff
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Figure 5.7: Liquid helium dunker with parallel field sample holder (far right).
frequencies for this setup are around 10kHz, which dictates the choice of measurement
frequency in DC measurements. Adding additional high frequency filtering would
certainly improve the noise in our measurements by lowering the electron temperature
in the samples and should be implemented in future work.
5.2.2 Dunker
A simple 4He dunker was built for our lab several years ago by Chris Merchant.
The dunker, seen in Figure 5.7 consists mainly of a vacuum can, sample holder, and
ribbon cable connected to a 24-pin Fischer connector at room temperature. The
dunker is very useful for quick measurements, and is extremely reliable for reaching
4K. It is small enough to fit in just about any magnet or transfer dewar and can be
loaded and cooled down in about an hour. This dunker was used for many of the
measurements in this thesis.
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Figure 5.8: Oxford Heliox with the sample holder removed from helium 3 pot (far
left).
5.2.3 3He Cryostats
The primary cooling in 3He cryostat is from evaporative cooling of 3He liquid by
cryopumping with a charcoal sorb. Before this is possible the 3He must be liquified.
This is done by first pumping on a small volume of 4He known as the 1K pot. This
pot will typically reach temperatures between 1.2 and 1.8K. The 3He gas, stored in a
charcoal sorb in a separate volume, is released from the charcoal by heating the sorb
to about 30K. The 3He gas then passes through the 1K pot, which is cold enough to
condense the 3He gas into a liquid. The 3He liquid collects in a 3He pot, to which
the sample has been thermally anchored. Once all the gas is released from the sorb,
the sorb is cooled to 4K. The cold sorb the acts as a cryopump on the liquid 3He.
This cryopumping cools the 3He pot to its base temperature of 250mK [80].
Oxford Heliox
The Oxford 3He cryostat was used in this work for some very early measurements.
After that it developed a leak in the 1K pot pumping line that made it very inconve-
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Figure 5.9: Photo of the RMC 3He cryostat with the sample holder removed from
the 3He pot.
nient for this work. The typical hold times were about 24 hours, 12 hours on a bad
day.
The operation of these Oxford cyrostats is well-documented elsewhere. Temper-
ature control is mainly done with an ITC503 temperature controller which monitors
the temperature sensors and adjusts needle valve on the 1K pot line to keep the pot
at the proper temperature during operation.
RMC 3He Cryostat
After both of our Oxford cryostats were found to have leaks, we obtained this
cryostat on loan from a colleague. This cryostat had not been used for a decade
before our lab adopted it. In order to make it compatible with our sample holders
and breakout boxes, we rewired the cryostat with a 24-pin Fischer connector at room
temperature and a 25-pin miniature D-sub connector anchored to the 3He pot. The
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original temperature control wiring was left in place, connected to a separate 19-pin
connector which was then connected to a custom breakout box. Heater power was
supplied with ±12V power supplies on the breakout box. The RuOx and Pt 3He pot
temperature sensors were read with a Neocera LTC21 temperature controller.
Instructions for cooling down the RMC 3He cryostat can be found in Appendix
B.2
5.2.4 Dilution Refrigerator
Dilution refrigerators rely on a mixture of 3He and 4He to achieve temperatures
as low as 5mK. Our Kelvinox system is said to be capable of 7mK base temperatures,
although, due to various problems with the IVC vacuum I have been unable to cool
it below 70mK.
The process by which the dilution fridge achieves its based temperature is easiest
to understand by following the path of the gas mixture through the system. The
mixture is cooled from room temperature to 4K by traveling in the condenser line
through the LHe bath in the magnet dewar. The mixture then passes through the 1K
pot where 3He is condensed. The condensed mixture then passes through the primary
impedance, designed to control the flow rate to the mixing chamber. After the primary
impedance is a series of heat exchangers, which use outgoing cold gas to cool the
incoming mixture to 50mK. From there, the mixture moves into the mixing chamber.
The mixing chamber contains two phases of the 3He/4He mixture, a dilute phase and
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Figure 5.10: Oxford Kelvinox dilution refrigerator with custom built three sample
holder (far right).
a concentrated phase. The most important cooling stage of the dilution fridge is the
evaporating of 3He from the concentrated phase into the dilute phase in the mixing
chamber. 3He moves from the dilute phase in the mixing chamber into the still,
which is held at about 600mK. Osmotic pressure from the lower 3He concentration
in the still drives this movement. Finally, the mixture is pumped through the heat
exchangers and out of the fridge through the still pumping line. It then passes through
cold traps to remove any impurities before reentering the condenser line [80].
Oxford Kelvinox
The Oxford Kelvinox used in our lab is pictured in Figure 5.10. This system was
not used for about 5 years before I cooled it down in 2014. It required several repairs
to the temperature control wiring and pump power supplies, but the gas handling
systems were found to be in very good condition. After several cool downs, it became
apparent that the system had a leak into the IVC from the top plate.






This magnet was purchased along with the Oxford Heliox and Kelvinox cryostats.
Those two cryostats are designed to fit easily into the magnet bore with the samples
sitting at the center of the field as calibrated by the manufacturer. It is an 8T
superconducting magnet mounted in an Oxford liquid helium dewar with a liquid
nitrogen jacket. Current to the magnet is supplied by a matching Oxford IPS120
magnet power supply. This magnet was used for all of the measurements in Chapter
6.
BTI Magnet
This magnet was taken from a discarded BTI SQUID system. Similar to the
Oxford magnet, it is a 9T superconducting magnet mounted in a liquid helium dewar
with a liquid nitrogen jacket. This setup was assembled by, and borrowed from, Dan
Reich’s lab along with the RMC cryostat. Since the magnet could not be used with its
original controller, a custom controller was assembled using an AMI controller with a
HP power supply and custom made energy absorber/polarity switch. Upon receiving
this system, it was tested and wired to a new BNC interface box to be controlled by
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a NI DAQ board along with transport measurements described above. This magnet
was used for the data presented in Section 7.4.
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Quantum Dots with Ferromagnetic
Leads
Of the many samples discussed in Chapter 4, seven F-CNT-F devices were mea-
sured at low temperatures. Details, including room temperature resistance, can be
seen in Table 6.
Each of these samples was measured at 4K, with the exception of SCF98 (11-12)
which was measured at 150mK. Figure 6.1 shows Coulomb diamond plots for each of
the samples. These plots were used to calculate the quantum dot properties seen in
Table 6
The lever arm, αG, defined as αG = CG/CΣ and is used to convert gate voltages to
energies, Ugate = αGeVgate [12]. It is calculated based on the geometry of the Coulomb
diamonds, as illustrated in Figure 6.2 and characterizes the coupling regime for each
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Sample Leads Material Deposition Method R(T = 300K)
SCF72 17-19 Co sputter 65 kΩ
SCF72 21-23 Co sputter 76 kΩ
SCF75 21-23 Co sputter 280 kΩ
SCF75 15-16 Co sputter 30 kΩ
SCF96 9-12 Co electron beam evaporation 200 kΩ
SCF96 16-17 Co electron beam evaporation 400 kΩ
SCF98 11-12 Co electron beam evaporation 120 kΩ
Table 6.1: Details of measured F-CNT-F devices
Sample Leads ∆µ(meV ) ∆E(meV ) e
2
2C (meV ) Lmeasured(nm) Ldesign (nm) CΣ(aF ) αG
SCF72 23-21 8 x x 175 300 x 0.080
SCF72 17-19 8 1.8 6.2 280 300 13 0.072
SCF75 21-23 15 4.5 11.5 110 300 7 0.075
SCF75 15-16 12 3.5 8.5 140 300 9 0.110
SCF96 9-12 30 4.0 26.0 125 300 3 0.011
SCF96 16-17 22 2.0 20.0 250 300 4 0.006
SCF98 11-12 7 1.8 5.2 280 300 15 0.005
Table 6.2: Low temperature characteristics of F-CNT-F quantum dots
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Figure 6.1: Conductance as a function of Vbias and Vgate for all measured ferromagnetic
quantum dots.
device. The electron beam evaporated samples are in a much weaker coupling regime
than the sputtered samples. All other aspects of the fabrication were the same over
all four chips.
6.1 Tunneling Magnetoresistance
Tunneling magnetoresistance is a change in resistance measured across a ferro-
magnet/insulator/ferromagnet structure as a function of magnetic field [81]. The
spin transport through such an interface can be made tunable by replacing the insu-
lator with a tunable quantum dot. Carbon nanotubes quantum dots are an attractive
choice due to their well-understood spin and orbital filling. Exchange coupling with
the ferromagnetic leads will split the spin degeneracy of the quantum dot, making
it possible to tune the magnitude and even the sign of the tunneling magnetoresis-
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Figure 6.2: Calculating the lever arm using Coulomb diamond geometry.
tance [82–84].
The magnetization of the carbon nanotube contacts is dominated by their shape
anisotropy [85]. This is typical for polycrystaline sputtered and electron beam evapo-
rated films, such as the ones used in these samples [86]. For long, narrow, rectangular
ferromagnet films, the shape anisotropy depends primarily on the width of the film.
Wider films have slightly lower coercive fields at which the magnetization will be
flipped as an external, parallel magnetic field is varied. By patterning two ferromag-
netic contacts of different widths on a carbon nanotube, tunneling magnetoresistance
can be measured through the nanotube quantum dot. A schematic of the situation
can be seen in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Top: A diagram of the magnetization of the ferromagnetic nanotube
contacts corresponding to the data shown in the lower plot. Bottom: TMR signal
measured through a carbon nanotube quantum dot.
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Where ρL(R)+(−) are the tunneling density of states for the majority (minority) spins
at the Fermi level. In this picture, PL(R) will be positive, thus the TMR signal will
be positive.
In the data shown in Figure 6.4, the TMR signal is measured to be about -6.0%
and -0.8% in the left and right plots, respectively. Additionally, the coercive fields for
the two cobalt contacts are 40mT and 60mT. These coercive field measurements are
consistent with the predicted values for narrow cobalt wires.
The TMR signal has a magnitude consistent with the predicted values [87], but
with the opposite sign. This change in sign of the TMR signal has previously been
explained by a resonant tunneling model with asymmetric coupling of the left and
right contacts to the nanotube. The model as described here is taken from [82].





(E − Ei)2 + (ΓL + ΓR)2
(6.4)
Here, ΓL(R) are the tunneling rates on/off the quantum dot from the left(right)
ferromagnetic contacts. These tunneling rates can be thought of as being proportional
to the density of states of the on the leads. Ei is the energy of the quantum dot level
nearest to the Fermi level of the leads, E.
When the quantum dot is tuned off resonance, |E − Ei| ≫ ΓL + ΓR, the TMR
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signal is predicted by Equation 6.2. Near a resonant level, E ∼ Ei the situation
is quite different. Considering the limit where ΓL ≫ ΓR, Equation 6.4 simplifies to
G ∼ ΓR
ΓL
. The conductance is now inversely proportional to the density of states on
one of the leads, which leads to a sign inversion of the TMR signal.
TMR = −PLPR (6.5)
By using a carbon nanotube quantum dot, the TMR signal can be modulated
by tunning the resonant energy level Ei with the gate voltage. Additionally, the
magnitude can be modulated because the levels on the quantum dot are spin non-
degenerate due to the exchange coupling field introduced by the magnetic leads. This
effect has been observed previously in carbon nanotube quantum dots [83, 84].
In sample SCF72, the TMR signal was only significant in a narrow range of gate
voltages near Vgate = 0V , as shown in Figure 6.4. Looking at the conductance data
as a function of the gate voltage in Figure 6.5, it is clear that at Vgate = 0V there
is a quantum dot level Ei resonant with the Fermi level on the leads. This TMR
measurement is used in Section 6.3 to establish that tunneling onto the dot conserves
spin, and tunnel rates from the source and drain are asymmetric.
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that are not seen in as-fabricated double quantum dot structures. In 2008, Buitelaar
et al. used this idea to measure Pauli spin blockade in a carbon nanotube double
quantum dot [1]. The model relies on the formation of a double quantum dot by an
impurity.
Table 6 shows samples SCF75 (15-16) and SCF96 (9-12) have calculated lengths
of 140nm and 110nm, respectively. Comparing this to the 300nm spacing between
cobalt leads suggests that the quantum dot being measured in each case is defined by
defects along the nanotube. This is supported by the gate measurements that show
no clear periodicity in Figure 6.7. One final piece of evidence for a double quantum
dot is the suppressed conductance in the SCF75 levels around Vgate = 5.9V , this can
be attributed to one dot being off resonance while the other is not. This feature also
suggests the back gate coupling for each quantum dot is quite different, thus the gate
dependent features are dominated by a single dot in the series.
Figure 6.8 illustrates the basic principles of the proposed model. It based on a
hybridization between levels in the two strongly coupled quantum dots. Spin blockade
then comes from a forbidden transition between the (1,1) spin triplet state and the
(0,2) spin singlet state.
Figure 6.9 shows the data from SCF75 alongside the simulation from Buitelaar et
al. Note the similarities in the negative differential conductance peak in the data and
simulation. The simulation was run for a device 300nm in length with a defect in the
center, giving two dots of size 150nm, consistent with Table 6. Using αG = 0.11 , gives
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Figure 6.9: A comparison of the SCF75 negative differential conductance data (a)
with double quantum dot data (b) and simulations (c) from Reference [1].
an energy spacing between the two zero bias conductance peaks of 15.4meV, which
agrees well with the simulation parameters. The situation is identical for SCF96, with
the exception of the gate coupling.
6.2.2 NDC from Spin Selection Rules
The negative differential conductance peaks seen in Figure 6.6 may be explained by
a simpler, single dot model, but not necessarily captured by the constant interaction
model discussed in Section 2.4. As electrons fill the quantum dot, they are not
only subject to charge interactions, but also spin interactions. Each quantum dot
occupation number has many possible collective spin states. Figure 6.10 tabulates
some of these states for low occupation numbers, calculated from Clebsh-Gordan
coefficients [2].
This means that there are spin selection rules that can determine the lifetime of a
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Figure 6.10: Table tabulating possible occupation numbers, spin states, and relevant
energy level splittings for low occupation number quantum dots as calculated by
Weinmann et al. [2].
given quantum dot state. Consider, for example, a state with occupation number n
and maximal spin, S = n/2. This is possible when transport occurs though excited
states in a 1D quantum dot. The S = n/2 state must transition to a nearby state
(n− 1, S ′ = (n− 1)/2). Since the spin can only change by -1/2, not ±1/2, S = n/2
is a relatively long lived state. When this state is brought into resonance with the
Fermi level on the leads, the current through the dot is reduced, leading to a negative
differential conductance peak. Figure 6.11 compares qualitatively a simulation of this
effect with the data from SCF96 [3].
A similar effect can explain the missing ground state transitions seen in the data for
SCF96. If the spin ground states for two adjacent quantum dot occupation numbers
differ by more than 1/2 the conductance peak is missing from the stability diagram.
These calculations assume spin degenerate levels and symmetric coupling to nor-
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Figure 6.11: A comparison between simulated transport through a quantum dot with
spin selection rules and data from SCF75. The simulation is taken from Weinmann
et al. [3]. Simulation data shows regions of negative differential conductance as bright
white lines. Data on the right shows regions of negative differential conductance in
dark blue.
mal metal leads. Without a direct measure of the exchange coupling in ferromag-
netically contacted nanotubes, it is unclear if the first criterion is met. The second
condition is clearly not met, but it is not required, just a simplification. It is easy to
imagine that these types of spin selection rules will be exaggerated further by reduc-
ing one spin population and introducing spin dependent tunnel barriers. See Figure
6.12(a) for a model of such a quantum dot.
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CHAPTER 6. FERROMAGNETIC CNTQD
energies as the magnitude of the field is increased. At zero field, excited states are
separated by ∆E = 1.8meV. In a field of -4T, the levels are separated by ∆E =
2.0meV . This is consistent with the Zeeman splitting energies previously measured
in carbon nanotube quantum dots [92, 93]. This measurement does not show any
splitting of degenerate levels. This suggests that the levels were not degenerate, or
that some of the split levels do not participate in the conduction due to the same spin
selection rules being discussed here.
6.3.1 Results and Discussion
Effects of spin selection rules have been observed in three samples. At least one
of these samples, SCF72, is proven to be a clean, single quantum dot. This suggests
that spin selection rules beyond the constant interaction model can be used to explain
suppressed and negative differential conductance features in the Coulomb diamond
data. Additional work must be done in modeling transport though a F-CNT-F dot
to confirm that the features observed here can be fit using such a model.
6.4 Spectroscopy of a Magnetic Impurity
Coupling a nanoparticle to a carbon nanotube quantum dot makes it possible,
through transport spectroscopy, to measure physical properties of nanoscale particles
too small to contact using typical lithographic methods. Sample SCF96 shows such
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coupling to a magnetic impurity. The transport through the impurity was found to
be tunable by varying the gate voltage and external magnetic field. The data are
shown in Figure 6.14
Looking at the data it is clear that their are positive and negative differential
conductance peaks that cut through the Coulomb blockaded regions of the conduc-
tance plot at positive bias in zero magnetic field. Both the positive and negative
conductance peaks are suppressed at 2T.
6.4.1 Characteristic Size and Level Spacing
Figure 6.15 shows cuts through each of the three Coulomb diamonds where the
resonance peaks are observed. Looking at plots at constant gate voltage, it is clear
that the resonances have both positive and negative peaks in the conductance, with
some background conductance superimposed due to the conductance through the
nanotube quantum dot levels.
From the data in Figure 6.15 it is possible to derive the relevant energy scales
of the impurity level. Positive and negative conductance peaks are split by 2meV.
Adjacent positive peaks are separated by 5meV. This suggests that the impurity has
at least 3 energy levels that are separated by 5meV. These three levels are spin split
by 2meV, most likely because the impurity is ferromagnetic.
The charging energy for the impurity can be measured using the lever arm cal-
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voltages between 10 and 20V. With the lever arm of αG = 0.006 the charging energy
can be estimated to be roughly 100meV, which corresponds to a capacitance of about
CΣ = 0.8aF.
The most likely origin of this impurity is a piece of magnetic contamination. The
size of the impurity can be estimated in two ways. First, it can be estimated using
the capacitance calculated above. Considering the impurity as a spherical metal shell
gives CΣ ∼ 4πϵ0r = 0.8aF. With that, the radius is calculated to be r = 7nm. The
size can also be estimated quantum mechanically from the level spacing, ∆E = 5meV.








. Using the measured value ∆E = 5meV gives an estimate for the radius
of r = 5nm. These two estimates are in good agreement and suggest an origin for the
impurity. A 10nm diameter magnetic particle on the substrate perfectly describes the
iron nanoparticles used in the nanotube catalyst.
6.4.2 Effects on CNT Quantum Dot Levels
Additional interactions between the dot and impurity levels can be seen at negative
bias in the 2T magnetic field data. This region is highlighted in Figure 6.16.
There are two features to note in Figure 6.16. The first is the change in slope
of the two Coulomb diamonds seen at negative bias. This is a clear indication that
the conductance measured is not due to a single quantum dot as described by the
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Spin Transport in Tunable
Ferromagnet/Superconductor
Junction
In 1971, Tedrow and Meservey made their famous measurement of the spin po-
larization in a ferromagnetic nickel thin film [11]. This was done by creating a tunnel
junction between the thin nickel film and a thin aluminum film. The density of states
of the aluminum film was used as a probe into the spin polarization of the nickel film
by measuring the conductance through the junction. Tedrow and Meservey later used
this same technique to characterize a number of ferromagnetic materials [95]
The goal in this work was to replace the insulating barrier in the Meservey mea-
surement with a carbon nanotube quantum dot. In doing so, it becomes possible to
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use the levels on the dot to further tune spin transport through the junction. Differen-
tial conductance measurements through such a F-CNT-S can be made to measure the
ferromagnet polarization, exchange coupling in the carbon nanotube, and the spin-
resolved density of states of the superconductor. The work presented in this chapter
represents the first attempt to measure transport in this type of carbon nanotube
quantum dot device.
7.1 Background
The results of the Tedrow and Meservey experiment can be described with a sim-
ple theory based on the density of states of the materials [5]. Figure 7.1(a) shows
schematically the density of states on each side of the tunnel barrier in a non-zero
magnetic field applied parallel to the thin films separated by an insulator. The ferro-
magnet has a larger number of spins aligned with its magnetization (and the applied
field). In the superconducting film, the density of states is split due to Zeeman split-
ting in the applied magnetic field. The energy to add a spin up (aligned with the
field) particle is lower than adding a spin down particle.
To begin, the tunneling current through a normal-insulator-superconductor junc-
tion can be written as follows:
I ∼ Nn
∫








Figure 7.1: (a) Energy diagram showing the density of states of each material in
the F-I-S junction. Figure adapted from [4]. (b) Superconducting density of states
with Zeeman splitting. (c) Spin-dependent kernel used to calculate the tunneling
current. (d) Differential conductance as measured through the junction. Different
spin-resolved peaks are labeled σ1−4. Figures (b)-(d) are adapted from [5].
Where Nn is the normal metal density of states which is indenpendent of energy
in 2D and f(E) is the Fermi function. E is the Fermi level in the system and V is
the applied bias voltage. The superconducting density of states Ns can be written in








, |E| ≥ ∆.
0, |E| < ∆.
(7.2)
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]dE (7.3)
In an applied magnetic field the spin up (parallel to applied field) and spin down
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Now that the expression for the differential conductance of an N-I-S junction is
known, it is simple to infer the F-I-S results. Since the ferromagnet has a density of
states that can be considered independent of the energy, like a normal metal in 2D,
















Where a is the fraction of spin up electrons in the ferromagnet. Figure 7.1(b)
shows the superconducting density of states in non-zero field and (b) shows the spin
dependent kernel in the integrals in Equation 7.5. Finally, Figure 7.1(d) shows the
resulting differential conductance through the F-I-S junction.





Figure 7.2: Energy diagram showing the density of states and energy levels in a
F-QD-S junction. Figure adapted from [4].
P = 2a− 1 = (σ4 − σ2)− (σ1 − σ3)
(σ4 − σ2) + (σ1 − σ3)
(7.6)
Equation 7.6 is what Tedrow and Meservey derived to measure the spin polar-
ization of a given ferromagnetic thin film using tunneling current through an F-I-S
junction.
Now, it is important to consider what might be observed when replacing the tunnel
junction with a carbon nanotube quantum dot. An energy diagram of the device can
be seen in Figure 7.2.
The levels on the dot should be non-degenerate due to exchange coupling with
the ferromagnetic lead. The exchange coupling magnitude is not known in carbon
nanotubes and could be determined using the proposed devices. Such a measurement
would be useful in discussing spin transport through ferromagnetically contacted nan-
otubes such as in Section 6.3. The magnitude of the conductance peaks sketched in
Figure 7.1(d) will be modulated by bringing quantum dot levels with different spin
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polarizations in and out of resonance with the Fermi level on the magnetic and su-
perconducting leads. Looking at how these conductance peaks evolve in the magnetic
field at different gate voltages will give information about the exchange coupling
between the nanotube and ferromagnet. A similar measurement has been made to
confirm the ferromagnetic exchange coupling in InAs quantum dots [97]
Measurements of the differential conductance as a function of Vbias and applied
field should show the conductance peaks sketched in Figure 7.1(d) move as a function
of the applied field in the same was as observed by Tedrow and Meservey. If the spin
texture of the resonant quantum dot level is known, this measurement will probe the
density of states of the ferromagnet and superconductor materials.
7.2 Characteristics of Samples
Of the devices fabricated, two F-CNT-S devices yielded clean measurements at
4K, MT7 and SCFMH8. Basic properties of each device will be summarized here.
These properties will be useful later in discussing the spin transport through each
device.
MT7
Sample MT7 was one of the earliest samples made for this project and motivated




Figure 7.3: Scanning electron microscope image of sample MT7. The leads are alter-
nating Co and Nb, starting with Co at the top. Each section of nanotube between to
adjacent leads forms a 300nm long quantum dot. The nanotube is not visible because
of the 30kV accelerating potential used to make the image.
dropcast nanotubes on a silicon substrate with sputtered cobalt (50nm) and niobium
(60nm) leads.
The device is show in Figure 7.3. Figure 7.4 shows the conductance as a function
of Vgate measured at 4K. The inset of that figure shows some two-fold symmetry in
the peaks. The spin degeneracy should be broken by the presence of the cobalt leads.
The two-fold symmetry likely comes from orbital symmetry, which is assumed to not
be broken by the magnetic contacts.
Coulomb blockade features were measured in this device both above and below
the critical field of the niobium contacts, which is just under 1T. Figure 7.5 shows
this data. Some important information about the nature of this quantum dot can be
extracted from the data in Figure 7.5. In the normal state (B=1T), the energy level
splitting is measured to be ∆E = 2.0meV. This corresponds to a calculated quantum
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Figure 7.6: Scanning electron microscope image of sample scfmh8. The three wide
leads are Nb, while the three narrow leads are Py. These leads are connected to
bonding pads made with electron beam lithography and thermally evaporated Cr/Au
layers.
Using this equation and the measured value of TC = 7K, gives an expected gap of
1.2meV, which is in reasonably good agreement with the measured value, given the
resolution of these measurements.
SCFMH8
Sample SCFMH8 was one of the last samples made for this work. Nanotubes
were grown directly on the substrate with predefined Mo markers and contacted with
thermally evaporated permalloy (40nm) and sputtered Ti/Nb (5nm/60nm). An image
of the device can be seen in Figure 7.6.
As fabricated, the thermally evaporated permalloy leads had contact resistances
in the 100MΩ range. After fabrication, the samples were annealed at 325◦C for 3
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7.3 Zeeman Splitting of Differential Con-
ductance Peaks
In calculating Equation 7.5, a tunnel barrier with a height independent of energy
was assumed. By replacing the tunnel barrier used in that model with a quantum
dot, the assumption no longer holds. In order to capture the energy dependence of
the quantum dot a term proportional to the density of states on the quantum dot
must be added to the integral over the superconducting density of states. The data
discussed in this section correspond to such a model.
Figure 7.8 shows the evolution of the differential conductance peaks in sample
MT7 as a function of the magnetic field. Yellow dashed lines in the bottom plot serve
as a guide to the eye for each of the differential conductance peaks.
Due to low resolution of the data it is difficult to make any fits to the dashed
yellow lines tracing the conductance peaks in Figure 7.8. Similar data was taken for
SCFMH8 and can be seen in Figure 7.9
To more easily discuss the differential conductance as a function of field, vertical
cuts across the data in Figures 7.8 and 7.9 are shown in Figure 7.10
Figure 7.10 shows how the tunneling differential conductance evolves as a function
of the magnetic field in each sample. Sample SCFMH8 shows very little movement
of the peaks with the magnetic field. There are a number of reasons this might be







Figure 7.8: Top left: Coulomb diamonds in 0T. The white dashed line marks the gate
voltage where the field sweep was taken. Top right: Coulomb diamonds in 2T parallel
field. Bottom: Conductance as a function of Vbias and parallel magnetic field. Here






Figure 7.9: Conductance as a function of Vbias and parallel magnetic field in SCFMH8.
Vbias was the fast sweep axis. Dashed lines represent approximate peak positions.
Magnetic field sweep direction is from left to right.
Figure 7.10: Conductance as a function of Vbias and parallel magnetic field in samples
MT7 (left) and SCFMH8 (right). Conductance curves have been offset for clarity.
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system, which is on the order of 500µeV. Zeeman splitting of opposite spin levels
on a nanotube quantum dot has been observed in the past to be of the same order
of magnitude [98]. This seem to be the most reasonable explanation. It is difficult
to speculate any more on what splittings are expected from the Coulomb blockade
features alone without the device being gate tunable. Looking closely at Figure 7.9
it is possible that there is some evidence of the superconducting gap closing in the
outermost conductance peaks near B = 2T .
In Figures 7.10 and 7.8 it is clear that there is some field dependent movement of
the conductance peaks in sample MT7. Again, it is important to remember a change
in conductance at low bias is not solely due to the superconducting gap, but rather
a combination of the gap and Coulomb blockade. From B = 0T to 0.5T conductance
peak 1 (labelled in Figure 7.8) shifts from Vbias = −4.2meV to Vbias = 3meV . This
agrees well with the closing of the calculated superconducting gap of 1.2meV. Similar
features are observed in the other three conductance peaks. At fields above 0.5T,
peaks 1-3 have a slight field dependance. Peaks 1 and 2 show positive slopes of
1.5 and 0.3 meV/T, respectively. Peak 3 has a slope of -0.1meV/T. Qualitatively
this makes sense in terms of the Coulomb blockade. The magnitudes of the slopes are
consistent with Zeeman splitting energies, gµBB, in carbon nanotubes with a g-factor
of 2. This also suggests that the levels are spin split due to exchange coupling with
the ferromagnet, giving a hint at the magnitude of the coupling.
Further measurements to resolve these features at lower temperatures will be
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necessary for a more quantitative analysis.
7.4 Hysteretic Switching of Quantum Dot
Conductance in an External Field
After not observing any clear field dependence in the differential conductance of
sample SCFMH8, additional measurements were performed. For these measurements
the fast and slow scan axes were switched. Sweeping the magnetic field, at a fixed
bias, while measuring current through the quantum dot revealed some interesting
behavior. The full data set is seen in Figure 7.11.
There are three features to note in Figure 7.11. There are two changes in conduc-
tance, at 0.5T and 2.0T, apparent in each sweep. Based on the measured niobium
critical field, it is obvious to associate the 2T change in conductance with the nio-
bium leads transitioning to the normal state. The switch at 0.5T is 10-50 times
larger than the expected coercive field for permalloy leads of this approximate size
and shape [66,99]. Additionally, both of these switching events show a hysteresis with
the magnetic field sweep direction.
The curves in Figure 7.11 can be compared to horizontal cuts across the data in
Figure 7.9 to reveal the difference in the two measurements more clearly. A compar-
ison of the two data sets is seen in Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.15: (a) A schematic of sample SCFMH8. Purple leads are Py, blue are Nb.
The two quantum dots measured for Figure 7.11 and 7.14 are circled in red. (b) An
energy level diagram representing the tunneling at Vbias = 0.
7.4.1 Discussion
A schematic of the full device with both measured quantum dots highlighted is
shown in Figure 7.15(a).
It is difficult to determine the source of the hysteresis in these current versus field
measurements. To begin, several possibilities can be ruled out. First, the effect cannot
be due to the switching of the ferromagnetic lead magnetization. As mentioned above,
the coercive field of Py is expected to be much smaller than 0.5T. Second, the field
is swept repeatedly from 0 to 3T and back. There should be no switching of the
magnetization unless the polarization of the field is changed.
We will rule out subgap transport phenomena, such as Kondo states [100–102],
cotunneling [103], and Andreev reflection [104] due to the magnitude of the field and
relatively high temperature. The change in conductance, at least at 0.5T, could be




FM QD FM QD SC
B > 0(a) (b)
Figure 7.16: (a) An energy level diagram in zero field. (b) The same diagram with
Zeeman splitting of the quantum dot leves and the superconducting density of states.
due to Zeeman splitting. A diagram of the process is seen in Figure 7.16.
There are a few reasons to rule out the situation in Figure 7.16. First, the con-
ductance switching exists independent of the bias voltage. Second, there is no reason
to expect the process depicted in Figure 7.16 to be hysteretic. Finally, it is unlikely
for the Nb-CNT-Nb to have the same configuration of levels.
To investigate the bias dependence of the switching behavior, the field values at
which the conductance switching occurs are plotted in Figure 7.17. Based on the
data, it does not appear that the switching behavior depends on the bias. Both
the switching positions and the width of the hysteresis appears to be constant as a
function of Vbias. It is also interesting to note that the Nb-CNT-Nb switching fields
correspond to those measured in the Py-CNT-Nb down sweep.
One final possibility is that the hysteresis is not due to any transport phenomena,
but rather a thermodynamic effect due to the arrangement of leads on the substrate.
Looking at the superconducting quantum dot that was used as a control, it is sepa-
rated from the large ferromagnetic leads by nearly 1µm. Conversely, the supercon-
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properties through a F-CNT-S junction. The Zeeman splitting of conductance peaks
and closing of the superconducting gap demonstrates that both superconductivity
and spin non-degenerate quantum dot levels exist in the device. The measurement of
hysteretic conductance splitting suggests the existence of new transport phenomena
in this device that provides the basis for future work.
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Additional Carbon Nanotube Devices
8.1 NM-CNT-NM Quantum Dots
Palladium contacts to nanotubes, as discussed in Section 4.1.3, showed very low
room temperature resistances of about 20 kΩ. It was thought that by using a metal
that makes very good contacts, fabrication problems not dependent on contact ma-
terial might be easier to pinpoint. A few of these samples were made and measured
in our dunker at 4K.
The room temperature gate voltage behavior can be seen in Figure 8.1(a). This
quantum dot was made on a small gap semiconducting nanotube. Many of the Pd
contacted devices showed similar gate behavior; suggesting we grow a majority of
small band gap semiconducting nanotubes, most likely due to the diameter of the
catalyst particles used in nanotube growth.
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Figure 8.1: (a) Room temperature gate sweep of a palladium contacted quantum
dot at positive bias voltage. (b) Resistances versus temperature curve for the same
device. Coulomb blockade effects begin to dominate the transport below 10K.
At low temperatures these devices showed weak Coulomb blockade behavior. Low
temperature measurements of the device measured in Figure 8.1 are seen in Figure
8.2. The charging and excitation energies are consistent with other devices measured
in this work. Figure 8.2(b) shows conductance peaks in the gate sweep have irregular
spacing and no clear four fold symmetry. This suggests the quantum dot has impu-
rities along its length causing more than one quantum dot to act in series along the
nanotube [89]. Again, this is consistent with other devices measured and suggests
defects in the nanotube growth or contamination on the substrate near the nanotube.
8.2 Locally Gated Quantum Dots
Due to the nature of the Schottky barriers between metals and carbon nanotubes,
it can be difficult to tune the levels on a nanotube quantum dot without affecting
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Figure 8.2: (a) Conductance as a function of Vgate in a Pd contacted nanotube quan-
tum dot at 4K. (b) Conductance as a function of Vbias and Vgate taken in the region
marked by dashed lines in (a).
TOP GATED SIDE GATED
Figure 8.3: Two local gating techniques. Left: A top gated devices with a low
temperature ALD grown Al2O3 layer separating the top gate from the underlaying
nanotube. Right: a side gated devices with narrow Cr/Au leads positioned between
the Co leads 200nm from the nanotube.
the barrier height and charging energy of the dot [105, 106]. One solution to better
control of the quantum dot is to add narrow local gates to the devices. This is most
easily done by adding side gates or top gates. Figure 8.3 shows an example of each
of these device geometries.
Contacting nanotubes with ferromagnetic and superconducting metals proved so
difficult, adding an additional fabrication set to position local gates was deemed too
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CHAPTER 8. ADDITIONAL DEVICES
Figure 8.7: Figure taken from Ref [6]. (a) Potential seen by vortices along width of
the aluminum nanowire as a function of applied perpendicular magnetic field. (b)
Potential seen by vortices along width of the aluminum nanowire as a function of
applied current. (c) Critical current as a function of applied perpendicular magnetic
field. The Weber blockade region can be seen clearly in Region III.
vortices to pass through in the superconducting state. These vortices have a diameter
on the order of the superconducting coherence length [96]. When the width of the
aluminum film is made to be on the order of the coherence length, these vortices are
forced to pass through the superconductor in a single line. This geometric confinement
makes it possible to tune the number of vortices trapped in the nanowire by varying
the applied magnetic field. This effect is called the Weber blockade [107].
Figure 8.7 is taken from our lab’s publication on Weber blockade in aluminum
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nanowires [6]. In Figure 8.7(a) the potential seen by a vortex is plotted as a function
of the distance across the wire. A similar plot is shown in Figure 8.7(b) Showing
the potential across the wire as a function of the applied current. By tuning these
parameters into Region III, as labelled in Figure 8.7(c), vortices will hop from the
vacuum onto the nanowire one at a time. The varying number of vortices can be
identified by changes in the critical current of the nanowire, as seen in Region III of
Figure 8.7(c). This is analogous to the Coulomb blockade in quantum dots. In fact, if
the critical current is plotted as a function of applied field, we find the data looks just
like a Coulomb blockade plot, with the blockaded regions being replaced by regions
of superconductivity containing a fixed number of vortices. This measurement can
be seen in Figure 8.8.
Because the vortices repel one another, their spacing is dependent on the number
of vortices contained along the length of the nanowire. If a nanotube is placed at a
fixed position under the aluminum wire, the tunnel current will depend on whether
or not a vortex is positioned above the nanotube. Thus, by measuring the differential
conductance through the nanotube tunnel probe, the position of vortices in the wire
can be mapped as a function of applied magnetic field.
8.3.2 Device and Measurement
Several of these tunnel probe devices were created by placing aluminum nanowires
across palladium carbon nanotube quantum dots. The fact that these were quantum
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Figure 8.8: Figure taken from Ref [6]. (a) IV curves as a function of applied magnetic
field. The Weber blockade region can be clearly seen around 100mT. (b) Close up of
the Weber blockade region. (c) Weber blockade effect with superconducting regions
containing a fixed number of vortices seen in blue.
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Figure 8.9: (a) SEM image of a typical aluminum wire tunnel probe device. The
Pd leads connected to the nanotube form a quantum dot under the device. (b)
Conductance through the nanotube quantum dot with aluminum nanowire on top.
(c) Conductance as a function of back gate voltage through the same devices.
dots is not really important, but does provide a means of judging the quality of the
nanotube portion of the devices. Typical measurements of Pd contacted nanotube
quantum dots under aluminum nanowires are seen in Figure 8.9.
No useful measurements of the tunnel probe were made, mainly because of poor
contact to the nanotube. The first few devices suffered from the Al-CNT resistances
being larger than the input resistance of my current-to-voltage amplifier. This was
improved in subsequent devices by adding thin titanium layers beneath the aluminum
nanowire. However, later devices showed poor contact resistances between normal
leads and nanotubes. With a little more time, I see no reason this project would not
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yield the predicted results.
8.4 Majorana Ferimons in CNTs
For a time, around 2010, finding Majorana fermions in condensed matter systems
was a source of much excitement. Naturally, this lead to attempts to create a Majo-
rana mode in a carbon nanotube device. Below is a brief description of the project
and a summary of the results.
8.4.1 Background
Majorana fermions, first predicted by Ettore Majorana in 1937 [108], can be
thought of as charge-neutral particles that have the unique property of being their
own anti-particle. Majorana first proposed these states as an explanation for neutri-
nos. Recently, much excitement has been generated by a number of papers proposing
similar states may be created in solid state systems [109,110]. This project focuses on
measuring these states as they are predicted to exist in semiconductor-superconductor
heterostructures.
Some basic insight can be gained from examining a toy model proposed by Kitaev
[111]. By writing the Hamiltonian for a one-dimensional wire with N sites, a single
spin component, and a superconducting gap, the model allows for the existence of
Majorana modes within certain parts of the parameter space.
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The Hamiltonian can be rewritten by splitting each fermion site into two half-













. Considering the new Hamiltonian in two simple limits reveals
two ground states. In the trival case, |∆| = w = 0, µ < 0, one finds a ground state
















In the case of non-zero hopping and a non-zero superconducting gap, |∆| = w >
0, µ = 0, one finds a ground state with coupling between Majorana operators on
different sites. This leaves two unpaired Majorana modes at the ends of the wire













The Majorana modes can also be shown to exist for ranges of µ, ∆, and w outside
of the trivial cases discussed above.
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8.4.2 Device and Measurement
The Kitaev model has three requirements. The model is specific to a one dimen-
sional conductor, the conductor must have a superconducting gap, and the wire must
support helical conduction modes (in which opposite spins are conducted in opposite
directions). It may be possible to satisfy all of these conditions in a carbon nanotube
device.
Kitaev’s first condition is satisfied by the choice of carbon nanotubes as the con-
ducting medium. Realizing the second condition in a nanotube device simply requires
contacting the nanotube with a superconduting material, such as aluminum, which
is most compatible with our fabrication techniques. Cooper pairing then becomes
possible within the nanotube through proximity induced superconductivity [47, 48].
A summary of these conditions is seen in Figure 8.10.
It has recently been shown that carbon nanotubes may support helical conduction
bands [112,113]. When lattice curvature effects are calculated and some combination
of external electric and magnetic fields applied the level splitting the carbon nanotube
can be fixed such that helical bands exist for certain values of the chemical potential.
Additionally, many measurements have been made confirming the spin-orbit coupling
in carbon nanotubes [93, 114–116].
To detect the Majorana states, it should be possible to perform a simple tunneling
experiment. The Majorana state is created and destroyed as a function of the applied
fields (change level splitting) and gate (back) voltage applied to the semiconducting
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Figure 8.10: (a) Approximate band structure of a semiconductor. (b) Band splitting
along the k-axis due to spin-orbit coupling. (c) Additional Zeeman splitting along
the E-axis leads to individual, helical conduction bands.
wire (changes chemical potential). By adding an additional tunneling contact on top
of the aluminum/CNT contact, the current through the tunneling contact and Al
lead can be measured to determine the available conduction bands at the Al/CNT
junction. With the creation of a Majorana state, a peak should be measured in
the tunneling current at zero energy. Similar devices have been measured on InSb
nanowires [117].
A typical device is seen in Figure 8.11. Several of these devices were measured at
250mK in an Oxford He3 cryostat. The devices did show superconducting quantum
dot behavior, but none of the tunnel probes behaved as desired. The probes were
either shorted to the leads or showed a resistance larger than the current amplifier
input. An example of the data taken on one of these devices is seen in Figure 8.11
These devices were measured very early on in my thesis work. The low resolution
data, and very long data acquisition times, are what motivated a lot of future work to
improve the measurement technique. Unfortunately, no more data were taken for this
project. Fabrication and measurement noise levels in our experiments never improved
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Carbon nanotube devices have been widely discussed over the past two decades.
Each year brings new publications discussing a wide variety of transport phenomena,
applications, and fabrication techniques. This thesis adds to that pool by presenting
a set of transport measurements on spin dependent tunneling process in F-CNT-F
and F-CNT-S devices. Additionally, a large effort has been made to tabulate the
success rates for various fabrication techniques tested. Despite the large volume of
nanotube fabrication research currently available, there has been very little discussion
of reproducibility and device yield.
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9.1 Fabrication of Nanotube Devices
Chapter 3 and Appendix A detail the methods used, and attempted, to produce
carbon nanotube devices in our lab. An effort has been made to detail each fabrica-
tion method, as well as comment on those that were found to not be reproducible.
Improvements to the fabrication, particularly in the area of nanotube imaging are
presented. The imaging methods developed are intended to decrease the processing
time required for each device and, as a result, decrease the risk of environmental
contamination during imaging.
Chapter 4 extends the work in Chapter 3 and presents a detailed discussion of the
device yield and contact resistances of devices produced as a function of materials
and methods used. It is my hope that this analysis will help future researchers in
producing devices with more consistent results and less wasted fabrication effort.
A few guidelines for device fabrication can be derived from the information in
those two chapters (combined with information from the transport measurements in
later chapters):
Drop cast nanotube samples have a few advantages over substrate growth meth-
ods. First, they are not prone to the types of gate leak problems that were frequently
seen in substrate grown samples due to the high temperature growth process. Second,
although it is more difficult to find a nanotube of sufficient length to make a device
with drop casting, the devices made may show fewer growth defects. The sonication
required to suspend nanotubes appears to preferentially break tubes at defects result-
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ing in a shorter average length, but with fewer defects in the long tubes that survive
the process. Placing substrate grown tubes is a much more reliable process, with
almost 100% of growth chips having nanotubes suitable for device fabrication. The
process also does not require the handling of bulk carbon nanotube material which is
difficult as well as hazardous. When combined with image processing techniques in
Chapter 3, the device fabrication process is significantly faster. Because of the disor-
der measured in F-CNT-F devices, device lengths are best kept to less than 200nm
if a single, defect-free quantum dot is desired in a substrate grown nanotube. It is
difficult to compare the device yield due to a low number of drop cast samples having
been made for this work.
Once nanotubes have located on the substrate, fabricating clean, low resistance
contacts becomes the major challenge. My work has found that PMMA combined
with low temperature IPA:H20 development and over exposure of nanotube con-
tact patterns produces the cleanest resist masks for contact deposition. Low-energy
magnetron sputtering has proved to be the most reliable method for producing low-
resistance nanotube contacts with normal metal, ferromagnetic, and superconducting
materials. Control over the sample temperature may have a large effect on these
results. Magnetron sputtering prevents samples from being exposed to free electron
bombardment and keeps samples cool during deposition by avoiding high temperature
melting of source materials. Future work may investigate this observation by testing
thermal and electron beam evaporation with a temperature controlled sample stage
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to determine the optimum temperature range for deposition of nanotube contacts.
9.2 Ferromagnetic and Superconducting De-
vice Measurements
Measurements on F-CNT-F devices show that it is possible to reproduce pre-
viously pubished results on gate-tunable tunnel magnetoresistance [83, 99]. In the
same devices, evidence is present to show that the spin states can be probed through
transport spectroscopy and manipulated by application of an external magnetic field.
Finally, a argument has been made for F-CNT-F devices as probes into the spin de-
pendent structure of magnetic impurities. Future work should focus on the evolution
of the spin states in these quantum dots in the presence of a magnetic field. By
measuring the evolution of the ground state transitions between different quantum
dot occupation numbers the nature of the change in spin state discussed in Section
6.3 could be further probed.
A brief analysis of two F-CNT-S devices is presented in Chapter 7. These devices
show evidence for proximity effect superconductivity in the nanotube, despite the
presence of the ferromagnetic contact. Additionally, a discussion of magnetic field
dependent conductance features is presented. This effect lacks a clear physical ori-




9.3 Future Work on Other Devices
Chapter 8 presents work done on additional carbon nanotube devices. The most
promising avenue for future research is in the use of carbon nanotubes as tunnel probes
into low-dimensional superconducting materials. This project was not completed due
to time and equipment constraints, but shows great promise and sound theoretical
footing.
The Majorana device discussed in Section 8.4 is very interesting from a theoretical
standpoint. From the view of an experimentalist it is very difficult. The device was
not pursued further in this work due to difficulties in fabricating the junctions as
well as the noise limits of our experimental setup. Properly measuring the zero bias
conductance peak predicted in the theory will require very low electron temperatures
and accurate conductance measurements to make the results believable. A more
realistic proposal might involve two tunable nanotube devices in a SQUID geometry
in which the Majorana mode can be probed by measuring changes to the period in




This appendix describes, in detail, each of the steps taken to create the carbon
nanotube devices measured for this thesis. Some of the information is specific to the
Markovic lab and Johns Hopkins University, but an effort has been made to make the
discussion useful to anyone producing nanotube devices.
The devices measured in this thesis were all produced with the following recipe:
1. Use the mask aligner (A.1.2.2) to pattern large sputtered molybdenum (A.4.3)
leads or alignment markers on a silicon substrate
2. Pattern small catalyst islands (3.2) using electron beam lithography (A.3)
3. Grow nanotubes directly on substrate using chemical vapor deposition (3.2.2)
4. Locate nanotubes using a scanning electron microscope (3.3.4)
5. Design devices using vector graphics software (A.2)
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6. Pattern devices using electron beam lithography (A.3) and thin film deposition
(A.4)
7. Test device connectivity in the DC probe station (A.5.1)
8. Wire bond connected devices in a chip carrier for further testing (A.5.2)
For details on each of the steps see the sections referenced. The rest of this
appendix discusses additional methods and contains some useful observations made
over several years spent producing nanotube devices.
A.1 Wafer Preparation
Each nanotube device began with a highly doped silicon substrate capped with
an insulating layer. The wafers used were chosen for their low temperature electrical
properties and ease of use.
A.1.1 Selection and Cleaning
All of the devices discussed in this thesis were built on highly n-doped silicon
wafers with SiO2 capping layers. The wafers were purchased from Silicon Quest
International. As ordered the wafers are 3 inches in diameter with a <100> silicon
face. This crystal alignment allowed the wafers to be easily cleaved along the crystal
axes using only a diamond scribe. The wafers are heavily n-doped with phosphorus
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giving them a resistivity of 10-20Ω cm down to the milliKelvin range. The oxide
layers were 300Å of thermally grown SiO2 and remained insulating at all measured
temperatures.
Typically, wafers were cleaned by sonicating in acetone for 5 minutes, followed by
an isopropanol rinse for 1 minute, and baking on a hot plate at 180 ◦C for 1 minute.
This procedure was usually enough to ready the surface for lithography. In cases
where cleanliness had to be improved, piranha etch was used to clean the wafers.
Pirana etch is a mixture of 3:1 30% sulfuric acid to 30% hydrogen peroxide. It
is important to be extremely careful with this wet etch as the solution is strongly
exothermic. The wafers should be placed in the sulfuric acid, then the hydrogen
peroxide is added slowly while stirring continuously. The solution will reach nearly
200 ◦C within the first few minutes. After about 20 minutes, the solution should cool
enough for the wafers to be removed. Surfaces cleaned in this way are free of organic
and most metallic contaminates.
A.1.2 Optical Lithography
The first step in building the devices discussed in this thesis was to pattern the
substrate using optical lithography. In this process the wafer is first coated in a UV
sensitive polymer resist. The wafer is then partially exposed to UV light and devel-
oped, leaving a patterned polymer mask through which thin films can be deposited.
The resists used can be either positive or negative tone. For this work, MicroChem
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.1: Custom projection lithography setup in the JHU physics department
cleanroom. (a) The arrows from left to right show the UV lamp, sliding UV filter,
and mask holder. (b) A projection lithography mask and holder. The arrow shows
the mask itself.
S1813 was used as a positive tone resist and Futurex NR9 was the negative tone
resist. Exposure, baking, and development times were chosen according to the man-
ufacturer’s instructions.
A.1.2.1 Projection Lithography
Many of the devices produced in the Markovic lab have been patterned using the
custom built projection lithography setup seen in Figure A.1. The setup was built
around a Nikon optical microscope. The microscope has been fitted with a UV lamp,
movable UV filtering, and a custom mask holder.
The masks were made using either a standard ink-jet printer or by a local printing
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company for higher resolution. The sample is placed under the desired objective,
which determines the size of the pattern projected onto the sample. The mask is
then inserted into the holder and then focused and positioned using the micrometer
drives. Exposure times are controlled by removing the UV filter from the light path.
This setup is useful for quickly producing a few samples at a time. Specifically, it is
used for producing graphene and nanowire devices, which require careful positioning
of the pattern over the nanostructure of interest. The resolution limit of this technique
is about 2 µm.
A.1.2.2 Mask Aligner
For production of many, identical devices, projection lithography as described in
Section A.1.2.1 becomes extremely tedious. This problem was solved by use of a mask
aligner.
First, a chromium on glass mask is made with the desired pattern in the actual
size, as seen in Figure A.2. The mask is then loaded into the aligner and a substrate,
coated with polymer resist, is mounted under it. Finally, the mask and substrate are
pressed together and exposed to a UV light source. The resolution of the OAI mask
aligner is about 1 µm.
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(a)
(b)
Figure A.2: OAI mask aligner in the JHU physics department cleanroom. (a) The
mask aligner. (b) A typical 3" chromium on glass mask.
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(c)(b)(a)
Figure A.3: Adobe Illustrator designs used for optical and electron beam lithography
masks. (a) The pink outlines show the large molybdenum leads patterned with the
mask aligner. Inside that pattern are the four 3 µm catalyst islands patterned with
electron beam lithography. (b) An SEM micrograph of a sample after CVD growth
fitted into the pattern. (c) A complete circuit design. In this case, the layers are
normal metal (green), ferromagnet (purple), and superconductor (blue).
A.2 Device Design
Once the substrates are prepared, devices are designed one at a time using Adobe
Illustrator. Any computer aided drafting (CAD) or vector graphics program would
work just as well. The procedure is outlined in Figure A.3. Designing the devices
is a simple process of aligning the image with the markers/leads patterned in the
first lithography step, then designing the desired pattern of nanotube contacts and
bonding pads. Some thought must be given to the size of the leads drawn. If the
leads are too large, the write time for the electron beam lithography steps will be too
long. Long write times are at risk for poor alignment due to stage drift in the SEM.
It was found that keeping write times under 20 minutes yielded the best results.
Additionally, one must be careful not to let any stray nanotubes short the device
leads.
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Figure A.4: Zeiss EVO50 SEM with Raith control computer and external beam
blanker.
A.3 Electron Beam Lithography
Electron beam lithography is the process of creating masks by patterning a poly-
mer resist by exposure to a focused beam of electrons. In the Johns Hopkins physics
department the electron beam lithography setup is based around a Zeiss EVO50 scan-
ning electron microscope. The microscope is controlled by Zeiss SmartSEM software.
Attached to the microscope control computer by a serial port is a second computer
running Elphy Quantum, electron beam lithography software from Raith. The Raith
software can take control of the beam to write patterns based on GDSII drawings.
The SEM setup is shown in Figure A.4.
The electron beam sensitive resist used in all of this work was polymethyl
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Table A.1: Standard PMMA/MIBK recipe






Post-development rinse 30s in IPA
methacrylate (PMMA) from MicroChem. PMMA is a polymer that, after baking
on a hot plate, forms copolymer bonds that can be broken by exposure to a beam
of electrons. Once these bonds are broken, the unbonded polymer can be washed
away by a developer, leaving trenches in the PMMA wherever it was exposed to the
electron beam. The patterned mask can later be removed by soaking in acetone.
A.3.1 Standard Recipe
This recipe, using room temperature methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK) as a PMMA
developer, is the simplest recipe to start with for almost any project requiring electron
beam lithography. The relevant parameters are shown in Table A.1.
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Table A.2: Cold developer recipe
EHT Voltage 30 keV
Beam Current 40 pA
Step Size 10 nm
Dose 1400µCcm−2
Developer 7:3 IPA:water at 0 ◦C
Development time 90s
Post-development rinse 30s in water
A.3.2 Cold Development
It was discovered in 2004, that by lowering the development temperature and
increasing the dose, the resolution of PMMA could be improved significantly [119].
This has been shown using MIBK:IPA as a developer as well as various mixtures of
IPA and water [120–123]. The best results obtained in our lab were using IPA and
water. The recipe is shown in Table A.2. The improved contrast can be attributed
to the higher dose. By increasing the dose and decreasing the efficacy of the devel-
oper, the negative effects of backscattered electrons passing through the PMMA are
diminished.
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A.4 Thin Film Deposition
In this work, thin film deposition is used (along with polymer masks patterned
with optical or electron beam lithography) to create circuits around carbon nanotubes.
There are three main methods used; each method will be discussed along with a few
materials typically deposited in that way.
A.4.1 Thermal Evaporation
Thermal evaporation is the simplest method of thin film deposition discussed
here. The material to be evaporated is placed in a boat, typically made of tungsten,
alumina, or both. Substrates for the film to be deposited on are located above the
evaporation boat. Both the boat and the samples are placed in a high vacuum
chamber. Once the chamber has reached around 1× 10−7 Torr, current through the
evaporation boat is increased until the material melts or begins to sublimate. The
deposited thickness and deposition rate are monitored using a quartz crystal monitor.
Once the desired rate is reached, a shutter is opened to expose the sample to the
evaporated material.
This type of evaporation is best used with materials that have a relatively low
melting point (≲1200 ◦C). Two evaporators were used in this work, a 1970s Denton
evaporator fitted with a newer Hewlett Packard power supply, and an early 2000s
Torr thermal evaporator. The Torr chamber is kept free from magnetic materials in
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Table A.3: Thermal evaporation materials
Au alumina coated W crucible
Ti long, narrow W boat
Cr chrome plated W rod
Al dimpled W boat
Co alumina coated W crucible (does
not last long)
hopes of limiting contamination of superconducting films. Some common materials
and the boats we have found most useful are listed in Table A.3.
A.4.2 Electron Beam Evaporation
Electron beam evaporation uses a high energy (7.5 keV) beam of electrons to melt
the source material. The electron gun sits under a crucible full of the source material.
The electron beam generated is bent and rastered across the center of the crucible
using a strong magnetic field. Substrates are placed above the crucible and as the
material melts and evaporates it is deposited on the substrate.
This method of evaporation has two benefits over thermal evaporation. First,
it can be used for materials with a higher melting point. In the case of the Sharon
Vacuum electron beam evaporator used in this work, materials with melting points up
to ∼1800 ◦C were successfully evaporated. Second, the evaporated films are typically
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a little cleaner because the crucible, unlike thermal evaporation boats, does not have
to be heated in order for the source material to melt.
Due to limited access to the evaporator, not many of the films discussed in this
work were deposited with electron beam evaporation. However, we have successfully
deposited Nb, Co, Ti, and Al films all from graphite crucibles. Graphite was chosen
here because of its affordability. There are likely better choices of crucible available.
A.4.3 Sputtering
Magnetron sputtering is a great method to deposit an amorphous thin film of just
about any material needed. The three-target sputtering chamber used in this work
was custom built by Professor Chia-Ling Chien’s group at Johns Hopkins.
To sputter a material, a target 1-2 inches in diameter is loaded onto a cathode at
the bottom of a vacuum chamber. The substrate to be coated is placed above the
target on the anode. Once the system is at high vacuum, argon gas (or any inert
gas) is introduced to the chamber. An argon plasma is ignited between the cathode
(target) and anode (sample). The strong electric potential and magnetic field from
permanent magnets placed under the target focus the plasma in a ring pattern on
the face of the target. Argon ions bombard the target and target atoms are ejected
toward the substrate mounted above.
The benefit of sputtering, as mentioned above, is that almost any metal can be
sputtered with a DC plasma (RF plasma is used for insulating materials). Due to
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Figure A.5: The Markovic lab ALD reactor. Gas flow is from right to left.
the high energy of the argon ions and ejected target atoms, this method can damage
some sensitive samples. There may be some evidence that this is the case with carbon
nanotube samples. For this work, low energy plasma was used to keep the average
energy of ejected target atoms around a few eV. This is about 10 times higher than
the energies used in thermal and electron beam evaporation. Even if sputtering does
introduce some damage to nanotube samples, it does not appear to be the primary
source of disorder.
A.4.4 Atomic Layer Deposition
Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is a process in which thin, usually insulating, films
are grown by reacting a series of gases. As a part of this work, we have constructed a
homemade ALD reactor in the Markovic lab with the help of undergraduate student
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Streit Cunningham. It uses the same Lindberg 1 inch tube furnace as the chemical
vapor deposition setup.
Samples are loaded into a 1 inch quartz tube and placed in the furnace. The tube
is evacuated to about 100mTorr using a mechanical rough pump. A high purity N2
flow is turned on and adjusted so the pressure in the chamber, with the pump still
running, is 1000mTorr. The N2 flow will act as a carrier gas throughout the process.
We have only tested the reactor for growth of Al2O3 layers. Two precursor gases are
used in the growth of Al2O3, water vapor and trimethylaluminum (TMA). Once the
quartz tube is evacuated and N2 flow is set, the water vapor and TMA are alternately
pulsed using computer controlled solenoid valves. Films grow one monolayer (1.1Å)
per pulse cycle. A typical recipe is as follows:
1. Evacuate tube to 100mTorr with mechanical pump
2. Turn on N2 flow such that the pressure reaches 1000mTorr
3. Set furnace temperature to 130 ◦C
4. Pulse TMA for 1 second
5. Purge for 60 seconds
6. Pulse water for 1 second
7. Purge for 60 seconds
8. Repeat pulse/purge cycle until desired thickness has been reached
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9. Cool furnace, turn off N2 flow, turn off pump, remove sample
The goal with this recipe is to grow a quality insulating layer at a temperature low
enough to be compatible with PMMA processing. This design is based on previous
low temperature ALD growth by the George lab at the University of Colorado Boulder
[124,125].
A.4.5 Liftoff
When patterning a thin film using a polymer mask, such as PMMA or S1813, the
final step after deposition of the film is to remove the mask. This process is called
liftoff, as the excess metal is lifted off the substrate along with the dissolved polymer
mask.
Typically, liftoff is very simple. The sample is soaked in acetone for 1-12 hours
(depending on what else is going on in the lab), then rinsed in IPA for 30 seconds
followed by a 30 second rinse in water.
To help remove any stubborn material, the sample can be sprayed with a bottle of
acetone for a few seconds before rinsing in IPA. Some samples can also be placed in
a beaker of acetone in a sonicator for a few seconds before rinsing in IPA. Sonication
is not ideal for nanotube samples, as the process tends to break nanotubes off of the
substrate and introduce defects in long tubes. An example of this can be seen in
Figure A.6.
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(a) (b)
Figure A.6: (a) A substrate with catalyst islands and a few long nanotubes before
patterning. (b) The same substrate after patterning and liftoff. Comparing the two
images, it is clear that the use of sonication during liftoff has broken many of the
nanotubes.
A.5 Room Temperature Testing
After devices have been fabricated, it is important to check the connectivity of
the devices before spending the time to load samples into a cryostat.
A.5.1 Probe Station
The first step after fabrication is to test the resistance, and sometimes the gate
behavior, of a device using a DC probe station. Our DC probe station was custom
built for our lab and can be seen in Figure A.7.
The simplest and safest way found to check nanotube devices is to apply a small
DC voltage (a few mV) between two of the large leads and measure the current with
an ammeter. The measurements are done using a real-time LabView program. The
bias is supplied by a National Instruments DAQ board through a 10−2 voltage divider.
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Figure A.7: The Markovic lab probe station. Four sharp probes are located under
an optical microscope. Each can be connected to external sources and measurements
using BNC connectors.
Current is measured by the same DAQ board by monitoring the output of an Ithaco
1211 current-to-voltage amplifier.
A.5.2 Wire Bonding
The final step in preparing devices for measurement is to wire bond the sample
into a chip carrier. Each chip carrier is about 1×1 cm and fits into a standard socket
on each of our cryostats. The wire bonder is used to connect the large leads/bonding
pads on the sample to the chip carrier. Bonding pads have been successfully created
with both optical and electron beam lithography. An old Kulicke and Soffa wire
bonder in Chia-Ling Chien’s lab was used for this work. It can be seen in Figure
A.8a.
The wire bonder is used to connect a point on the chip carrier to a point on the
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure A.8: (a) Kulicke and Soffa wire bonder. (b) An optical image of a completed
device mounted in a chip carrier. (c) An SEM image detailing aluminum wires bonded
to large gold leads.
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sample with an aluminum or gold thread. The thread is first pressed by the wire
bonder tip onto a bonding pad on the chip carrier. When the wire is in contact with
the bonding pad the tip vibrates and presses down onto the sample to fix the wire
into place. The tip can then be moved to contact one of the large optical lithography
leads on the sample with the same wire. Once the second bond is made, the tip pulls




Details of Cryostat Operation
B.1 Oxford Kelvinox Dilution Refrigerator
The instructions below assume all of the gas handling lines have been leak checked
and pumped out. The manual valves on the still/condenser lines should be open. It
is also useful to the monitor the still temperature with a resistance bridge while
following these instructions.
Before opening dump
• Fill LN trap with liquid nitrogen. Stop when level is about 5 inches from top
• Slowly insert LHe trap into port on top of fridge.
• He recovery line should be connected at the large dewar exhaust port (this cools
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the magnet leads).
• Check dump levels and cool LN trap
• Close all IGH valves.
• Cold trap 1 must be used for the initial cool down because only 12A is a needle
valve
• Open green manual valves on the dump
• Switch on 3He rotary pump. Let the pump warm up for 20 minutes
• Open valve 9
• Wait a few moments, then record the reading on G2. This will be used later to
be sure all of the mash has been pumped back out of the fridge. (762±5mbar)
• Close valve 9
• Open valve 1
• Open valve 13A. This will send some of the mash from behind the He3 pump
into the LN trap. Wait for about 1 minute for LN boil off to slow.
• Open valve 12A to allow gas into the condenser line. Make sure P1 starts to
rise. This proves there is no blockage in the fridge lines. G1 and G2 should
drop to 30 while P1 remains at 1000.
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Starting the 1K pot pump
• Make sure valves 1A, 2A, 4A, 5A are closed
• Start the 4He rotary pump
• Open valve 4A
• Open manual valve on the 1K pot line at the fridge
• Open needle valve to 100%. Wait for G3 to fill >300mbar.
• Close needle valve slowly until pressure in P2 drops to about 7.5 (from test
values) Needle valve should be 10%
• Adjust needle valve until the 1K pot temperature stabilizes. It should be some-
where around 1.7K, maybe as low as 1.5K.
Condense mixture from storage dump
• Close valve 12A. Wait for needle valve
• Open valve 3 to connect still and condenser lines
• Open valve 9. G2 shows remaining pressure in dump (692mbar).
• Check that 13A is still open
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• Slowly open 12A. Keep condenser pressure (G1) below 200mbar. This prevents
excessive load on the 1K pot. P2 rises very quickly as 12A is opened. Keep an
eye on the 1K pot temperature. Needle valve likely needs to be adjusted.
• Still temperature should drop to 1.2K
• When 12A is 100% open. Wait for G1<100mbar.
• Close valve 3. P1 still at 1000.
Starting circulation
• Close valve 9
• Open valve 14 to connect the dump to the still pumping line
• Begin pumping still by opening 6 slowly. Keep G2 between 100-200mbar. Once
the mixing chamber is below 2K things speed up. Once 6 is open more than
18% it can be opened much faster.
• When 6 is fully open G1 and G2 should drop.
• After G1 and G2 stabilize most of the mixture should be condensed. (G1/G2
150 or lower)
• Close valve 14. Note: green manual valves on the dump should remain open
during fridge operation
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Going to base temperature
• Switch on roots pump. Watch 1K pot temp. All other temps should drop fast.
• Still should be < 1.2K now. Mixing chamber and heat exchanger temperatures
should follow still temperature
• When still line pressure (P1) is <0.3mbar increase circulation rate by turning
on still heater. See the test results for details.
• The lowest base temperature obtained in our lab was using a still heater power
of 10mW.
With everything setup correctly, the fridge should remain at base temperature for
a few weeks. LN traps should be switched and regenerated every few days, and all
cryogen levels should be checked daily.
Removing Mixture
• Note: Do not remove LN or LHe traps before this process is complete
• Open valve 3 to equalize pressure in still and condenser lines
• Close valve 6
• Open valve 4
• Close 1K pot needle valve
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• Close 4A
• Stop He4 pump
• Vent 1K pot with He gas from main bath (or gas tank connected to main bath
port) by opening 1A (make sure main bath line is actually connected first)
• Increase still and mixing chamber heaters to maximum (20mW/200mW). This
is very important. Otherwise the process takes more than a day.
• Close valves 4, 13A
• Open valve 9
• Slowly open valve 6 to pump mixture into dump
• Make sure 12A is open while moving mixture to dump
• When G1 is a few mbar, close valve 6, quick open valve 14 to let warm gas into
the fridge, let G1 and G2 equalize, close valve 14, slowly open valve 6. (12A
may need to be close for the pumping and flushing process to prevent warm gas
from reaching the LN and causing excessive boil off.) This seemed to work best
with the roots pump off.
• Repeat this pumping and flushing until G2 reaches itâĂŹs original value, P1 <
0.1mbar, and resistors show their 4.2K values
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• When G2 = (pressure measured when the dump was first opened) and
P1<0.1mbar, close valves 4, 6, 9, 12A
• Open valve 6 all the way and wait for some time to be sure all of the mash has
been pumped out of the fridge lines.
• In the end G1, P1 = 0 and G2 = (765±2)
• Shut manual valves on fridge
• Close all valves on IGH
• Wait for valve 6 to fully close
• Shut green manual valves on dump
• Turn He3 pump off. G2 may drop (to 600), but the mash is safely contained
in the IGH and He3 pump.
LHe trap
• Before the LHe trap is warmed, close the manual speedivalve on the condenser
line
• Open valve 1
• Monitor pressure at G1
• Start 1K pot pump
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• Pull out cold trap from dewar
• Open valves 5A, 2A, 7, 2
• Heat trap gently
• Wait for G1 to drop back to 0
• Close 1, 2, 7, 2A, 5A
LN trap
• Open valve 12A
• Monitor G1 pressure
• Start 1K pot pump
• Pull out trap
• Pump trap by opening valves 5A, 2A, 7, 2
• Open 11A for faster pumping
• When G1 drops to zero close 11A, 12A, 2, 7, 2A, 5A.
Make sure all manual valves on the fridge are closed. Remove pumping lines.
Connect He gas source to vent port on sliding seal. Hoist fridge out of dewar. Cover
dewar opening with blank plate.
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B.2 RMC 3He Cryostat
Below are detailed instructions for cooling down the RMC 3He cryostat. To
complete these instructions a turbo pump with backing pump, rough pump for the
1K pot line, a 4He gas tank, vacuum grease, and (optionally) a leak checker will be
needed.
Setup
• Mount samples and check wiring
• Clean cone seal, grease and seat vacuum can then evacuate
• Leak check cone seal
• Add “thumbfull" of He4 exchange gas to IVC
• Purge the 1K pot pump line with 4He gas for at least 30 minutes at 1-5psi, then
pressurize with 4He gas to 5 psi and close line
Cool Down
• Insert the cryostat into the cold dewar by clamping down the sliding seal and
lowering very slowly into the LHe bath
• Once the temperature reaches 10K on the 3He pot, pump out the exchange gas
with a turbo pump
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Cooling to Base Temperature
• Connect the rotary pump to the 1K pot pumping line
• Turn on the pump, wait for pressure in line to drop, slowly open the valve to
pump on the 1K pot.
• Wait for the pressure to stabilize
• Turn on the sorb heater to 500mW
• Wait for the 3He pot temperature to stabilize at 1.2-1.5K. **NOTE** If this
takes longer than 10-20 minutes, lower the sorb heater power to 50mW
• Once the 3He pot temperature reaches about 1.2K, wait 30-40 minutes for the
3He to condense. At this point the sorb heater should be set to 50mW.
• Turn off the sorb heater power.
• Turn on the switch heater for 1 minute at 10mW. This is to cool the sorb more
quickly by releasing some exchange gas from the charcoal sorb.
• Turn the switch heater down to 1mW (may need to be adjusted from 0-1mW
depending on base temperature behavior)
• Wait for the 3He sorb temperature to reach its based temperature (250-300mK)
A diagram of this process can be seen in Figure B.1.
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sorb heater on 500mW
sorb heater to 50mW sorb heater off
switch heater to 10mW
switch heater to 1mW
Figure B.1: 3He pot temperature versus time for the RMC 3He cryostat.
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